EXECUTIVE NOTES ON
RENEWABLE ENERGY IN THE AMERICAS
BY COUNTRY

These preliminary notes have been prepared for the Forum by

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION1
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Renewables

GW
%
0.055 100.00%
0.00
0.00%

Summary
Non Renewables

GW
0.055

%
100.00%

Total Installed Capacity

0.055

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Antigua and Barbuda’s key policies and regulations
renewable energy are:
-

-

Electricity generation by source
Fossil Fuels

TWh/year
0.310

%
100.00%

Summary
Non Renewables

TWh/year
0.310

%
100.00%

0.310

100.0%

Total Electricity Generation

-

2011 National Energy Policy mandates the
creation of a Sustainable Energy Action Plan
(SEAP)
Independent Power Producers (IPPs) are allowed
to operate under the Antigua Public Utilities
Authority (APUA) Interconnection policy for
renewable energy generators2 (<50 kW)
2013 SEAP was developed as part of Caribbean
Sustainable Energy Program (CSEP) and is
intended to serve as a roadmap for the energy
future in Antigua and Barbuda from 2010 until
2030.

3. INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Energy Desk of the Prime Minister's Office and
the National Energy Task Force, established in 2010,
lead energy policy3.
In addition, the Antigua Public Utilities Authority 4
(APUA) is a Government agency established under

1

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

2 http://www.apua.ag/interconnection-policy/
3http://www.ab.gov.ag/article_details.php?id=2026&category=38
4

www.apua.ag

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
the Public Utilities Act of 1973 to provide electricity,
water and telecommunications services.
APUA controls the generation, transmission,
distribution and marketing of electricity, and has
entered into Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)
with IPPs.
SEAP foresees the creation of a Sustainable Energy
Unit and an Energy Advisory Panel under the Ministry
of Energy.
-

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
There is no entity responsible for energy efficiency.
The Energy Desk under the responsibility of the
Prime Minister is the only government entity
responsible for energy. No information is available
regarding the creation of an energy efficiency
authority.5

Department of Energy and the Organization of
American States (OAS). This project will make it
possible to expand the development and use of
renewable energy and energy efficiency
systems, helping to increase the sustainability of
energy supply and reduce carbon emissions,
focusing on local training.
Efficient Light Bulb Program (2006) was a
program developed and implemented by Cuba
to replace 215,000 incandescent bulbs with
efficient light bulbs.
Caribbean Renewable Energy Development
Programme (CREDP), financed by UNDP and
GEF, technically supported by OAS and
implemented by the Carribbean Community
(CARICOM), seeks the promotion and adoption
of renewable energy technologies through
concrete efforts to overcome policy, financing,
and capacity barriers and obstacles to raise
awareness.

7. ACCESS TO ENERGY
5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Antigua Public Utilities Authority (APUA) is
responsible for all areas of electricity regulation,
including tariffs for electricity, as well as performance
standards and the allocation of generation licenses to
private firms.6
The 2013 Sustainable Energy Action Plan foresees the
creation of an independent regulatory agency,
although no information is available about a timeline
for its creation.

Population (In million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

89,070

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; IRENA Country Profile Barbados

8. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Incentives are mentioned as planned in both NEP2011 and SEAP-2013 but remain to be implemented.

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Antigua and Barbuda has participated in several
regional programs7:
-

5
6

Caribbean Sustainable Energy Program
(CSEP), implemented by the OAS (ended 2013).
Low-Carbon Communities of the Americas
(LCCA) is a project proposed by the U.S.

EEA Forum, 2010
www.reegle.info
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ARGENTINA
Electricity generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION8
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Wind

GW
21.783
0.935
9.072
0.113

%
68.28%
2.93%
28.44%
0.35%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large and
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW
22.718

%
71.21%

9.072
28.44%
0.113 0.35%
31.903
100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Argentina expects that 8% of national electricity
consumption will come from renewable energy
sources by 2016. This target was established by Law
26.190. The national regulatory framework is based
on the following legislation: 9

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

8

TWh/year

%

84.099
5.892
30.895
2.200
0.341

68.14%
4.77%
25.03%
1.78%
0.28%

TWh/year
89.991
30.895
2.541
123.427

%
72.91%
25.03%
2.06%
100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA, 2011.
If either installed capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW

The Electricity Sector
- Law 24.065 - 1992
- Decree 1398/92 - 1992
- Law 24.065 y 15.336 (1960)
- Decree 186/95
- Contracts with Concession Companies
- Supply Rules for Edenor S.A., Edesur S.A. y
Edelap S.A. – 2002
Renewable Energy
- Law 26.190/2006
- Decree 562/2009
Biofuel Promotion
- Law 26.093-2006

(1 MW) or 0.001 TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the
table or chart.
9
http://www.enre.gov.ar/

ARGENTINA

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

Energy Secretariat of Argentina

In the past, Argentina was involved in the GENREN
Program for Renewable Energy Generation,
whereby Energía Argentina Sociedad Anónima
(ENARSA) opened bids for up to 50 MW renewable
energy projects and purchased 895 MW in a 15 year
span.

The Energy Secretariat is responsible for national
energy policy, renewable and non-renewable,
electricity and fuels. It is part of the Ministry of
Federal Planning, Public Investments and Services10.
Under Secretariat of Electricity
The Under secretariat of Electricity is responsible for
electricity sector policy, promotion of energy
efficiency and use of renewable energy sources. This
department also has two coordination units, one for
renewable energy and one for power-sector energy
efficiency.11

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
At the federal level, the National Program for the
Rational and Efficient Use of Energy was created by
Decree 140/07 to promote energy efficiency. The
program’s main actions target the industry,
commerce and services sector, as well as education,
cogeneration, energy efficiency labeling and
regulation, transport, housing, and climate change.
Additionally, each province has its own energy
authority. In some cases, provinces have their own
energy efficiency programs.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR

Recently, the country has pursued the Renewable
Energy in Rural Markets Program (PERMER) for
renewable energies for rural markets; a first phase
(2000-2012) has been carried out and a second phase
is expected13.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The Renewable Energy Trust Fund currently
finances renewable energy efforts in Argentina.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Of the total population of 40.1m (2010 census),
approximately 97.2% have access to energy,
according to the World Bank.

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Argentina provides a tax exemption according to
Law 26.190 and Decree 592/2009, regarding VAT
and tax on income.

In addition to regulators at the provincial level,
Argentina’s National Entity of Electricity Regulation
(ENRE) is tasked with regulating the electricity
sector, while the natural gas sector is regulated by the
National Entity on Gas Regulation (ENARGAS) 12.

10

http://www.energia.gov.ar/home/

11http://www.energia.gov.ar/contenidos/verpagina.php?idpagina=

2548

12 http://www.enre.gov.ar/
13

https://www.se.gob.ar/permer/

THE BAHAMAS
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION14
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels

GW
0.493

%
100.00%

Summary
Non Renewables

GW
0.493

%
100.00%

Total Installed Capacity

0.493

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
The following frameworks are in place in the
Bahamas:
-

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
%
Fossil Fuels
2.190
100.00%
Summary
Non Renewables
Total Electricity Generation

-

TWh/year
%
2.190
100.00%
2.190

100.0%

1956: Electricity Act, which created the
country’s main utility, Bahamas Electricity
Corporation (BEC), giving it almost exclusive
rights for the generation and sale of electricity.15
1965: Out Island Electricity Act
2008 and 2010: The Bahamas National Energy
Policy (NEP-2008 and NEP-2010), developed by
the National Energy Policy Committee, which
focuses on the electricity and transport sectors.
a. Under the NEP-2010, targets for renewable
energy are 15% of the power supply by 2020
and 30% by 2030.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Environment and Housing is
responsible for alternative energy and also for oil and
natural gas exploration and regulation. 16 It counts
with support from the Bahamas Environment,
Science & Technology Commission (BEST).17

14

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

15

NEP-2010
http://www.bahamas.gov.bs
17 http://www.best.bs/
16

THE BAHAMAS
The main utility, the Bahamas Electricity
Corporation (BEC) 18 , serves almost 85% of the
population, while Grand Bahama Power Company19
supplies power to the island of Grand Bahama.

Past programs in which the Bahamas has participated
include23:
-

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Caribbean Sustainable Energy Program (CSEP)
created an Energy Office which is the first step
towards establishing a dedicated Energy Efficiency
Unit. The NEP-2010 plans to create a Sustainable
Energy Unit.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Utilities Regulation and Competition
Authority 20 (URCA)
regulates
electronic
communications in the Bahamas, and will take over
regulation of the electricity sector when decided by
the Government.21

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
The Bahamas is a beneficiary of the Caribbean Hotel
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy ActionAdvanced Program (CHENACT-AP), which was the
second phase of the CHENACT Program, and is
funded by the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB). The objective of the CHENACT-AP in the
Bahamas is to improve the competitiveness of small
and medium sized hotels through improved use of
energy, with emphasis on renewable energy and
micro-generation.22
Also, the Bahamas is a beneficiary of the Low Carbon
Communities of the Americas (LCCA) project
proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Building Low-Carbon Communities in the
Caribbean.

CSEP: Caribbean Sustainable Energy Program,
implemented by the Energy and Climate Change
Section of the Sustainable Development
Department of the OAS (ended in 2013)

CREDP,
Caribbean
Renewable
Energy
Development Programme, financed by UNDP and
GEF, technically supported by OAS and implemented
by CARICOM. The program sought the promotion
and adoption of renewable energy technologies by
removing and overcoming commercial barriers in
order to reduce the costs of these emerging
technologies.
Past programs in which the Bahamas have
participated include24:
-

-

CSEP: Caribbean Sustainable Energy Program,
implemented by the Energy and Climate Change
Section of the Sustainable Development
Department of the OAS (ended 2013)
CREDP, Caribbean Renewable Energy
Development Programme, financed by UNDP
and GEF, technically supported by OAS and
implemented by CARICOM. The program sought
the promotion and adoption of renewable
energy technologies by removing and
overcoming commercial barriers in order to
reduce the costs of these emerging technologies.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
No mechanisms have been established, other than
the funding provided by multilateral and cooperation
agencies.25

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

18

22 www.iadb.org

19

23

http://www.bahamaselectricity.com/
http://www.gb-power.com
20 http://www.urcabahamas.bs/
21
www.reegle.info

EEA Forum, 2010
EEA Forum, 2010
25
EEA Forum, 2010
24

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

THE BAHAMAS
372,000

100

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; IRENA Country Profile The
Bahamas

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The NEP-2010 has described some existing barriers
for renewable energy:
-

IPPs are not granted grid-access by law
Lack of incentives for BEC to buy power from
IPPs
Lack of clear grid-connection rules (technical and
commercial)

The NEP-2010 plans to increase renewable energy
and energy efficiency equipment duty exemption.

BARBADOS
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION26
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels

GW
0.239

%
100.00%

Summary
Non Renewables

GW
0.239

%
100.00%

Total Installed Capacity

0.239

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Barbados set a number of national targets for
renewable energy27 in place and these include:
30% of electricity from renewables by 2012
10% of energy from renewables by 2012
20% of energy from renewables by 2026

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels

TWh/year
1.002

%
100.00%

Summary
Non Renewables

TWh/year
1.002

%
100.00%

1.002

100.0%

Total Electricity Generation

Key policy frameworks guiding renewable energy
include:
1996: Tax reductions for solar water heaters
2007: National Energy Policy
2009: Sustainable Energy Framework for
Barbados
Further regulatory frameworks in place or in
development28 include:
Net billing29
IPPs are permitted
Tax Credits, Reduction/exemption for
renewable energy and energy efficiency
Feed-in tariff in development
Specific electricity sector laws include:
The Electricity Act, Chapter 277 of the Laws
of Barbados
The Electric Light and Power Act, Chapter
278 of the Laws of Barbados

26

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

27

IRENA Country Profile Barbados
Worldwatch C-SERMS
29 http://www.blpc.com.bb/bus_energyrider.cfm
28

BARBADOS
-

The Fair Trading Commission Act, Chapter
326B of the Laws of Barbados
The Utilities Regulation Act, Chapter 282 of
the Laws of Barbados

-

support the formulation of policy and legislation
that will contribute to the promotion of
renewable energy, energy efficiency and energy
conservation, as well as rational and efficient use
of fossil fuels
promote the mitigation of Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) emissions as well as initiatives for
adaptation to climate change in the energy
sector
support institutional strengthening, public
education and awareness and capacity building
to promote sustainable energy and EC initiatives.

-

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation Unit
The Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
Unit 30 of the Energy Division is the main authority
responsible for renewable energy and energy
efficiency.
Barbados Light and Power
Barbados Light and Power Co. Ltd31 is the main utility
providing electricity to consumers.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation
Unit 32 of the Energy Division is the main authority
responsible for energy efficiency.

-

Barbados has been very successful in promoting solar
water heater projects locally (as of 2008, an
estimated 40,000 solar water heaters were in
operation, 75% residential, with 91,000 dwellings),
which has brought together the development of
powerful local companies now acting in the region35.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Key financial mechanisms that support renewable
energy and energy efficiency in Barbados include:
-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Fair Trading Commission33 is the electricity
regulator in Barbados.

-

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
The key program for renewable energy and energy
efficiency in Barbados is the 2010 Sustainable Energy
Framework for Barbados34 (SEFB) program (technical
cooperation with the IDB) to reduce dependence on
fossil fuels. This program seeks to:

30

http://www.energy.gov.bb/
http://www.blpc.com.bb/bus_energyrider.cfm
32 http://www.energy.gov.bb/
33 http://www.ftc.gov.bb/
31

34

The Compact Fluorescent Lamp Program, with
a budget of US$1 million, funded by the GEF,
which targets 3,000 medium and low income
households.
The
Sustainable
Energy
Investment
Programme 36 (Energy SMART Fund), with a
budget of US$10 million for technical and
financial assistance through six facilities:
a. Technical assistance grants for companies
to develop renewable energy and energy
efficiency feasibility studies.
b. Energy efficiency retrofit and renewable
energy finance providing subsidized loans.
c. Improved financial mechanisms for
retailers who offer hire-purchase terms in
the sale of renewable energy and energy
efficiency equipment.
d. Free CFL distribution to utility customers.

http://www.iadb.org/en/projects/project-descriptiontitle,1303.html?id=BA-L1021
35 http://www.unep.org/greeneconomy/SuccessStories/SolarEnerg
yinBarbados/tabid/29891/Default.aspx
36
www.energy.gov.bb/web/energy-smart-fund

BARBADOS
e.

-

50% instant rebate for energy efficient air
conditioning unit purchase.
f. Data collection, monitoring, awareness
and education programs.
The Public Sector Smart Energy Program aims
at developing energy audits and energy savings
for 12 Government buildings, with a budget of
USD 14 million.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

283,200

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

100

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; IRENA Country Profile Barbados

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Measures taken to promote the use of solar water
heaters37:
-

removal of import duties on raw materials for
manufacturers of solar water heaters;
imposition of a 30% tax on electric water
heaters; and
income tax deduction of the full cost of the solar
water heating system.

In addition, there are tax reductions in38:
Investments in Energy Efficiency projects
Energy audits
Retrofitting residential or commercial
installations.

37

REEGLE: http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatoryoverviews/BB

38

CAF Eficiencia Energética

BELIZE
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION39
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.091
0.057
0.038

%
48.92%
30.65%
20.43%

GW
0.091
0.057
0.038

%
48.92%
30.65%
20.43%

Total Installed Capacity

0.186

100.0%
2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
%
Fossil Fuels
0.007
1.55%
Hydroelectricity
0.245
54.20%
Biomass and Waste
0.200
44.25%
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

39

TWh/year
%
0.007
1.55%
0.245
54.20%
0.200
44.25%
0.452

100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

Belize has a number of key policy frameworks in place
that promote renewable energy and energy
efficiency. These include:
2004: The National Energy Plan for Belize was
presented, and included an analysis of the energy
sector as well as policy recommendations to
promote several sustainable energy measures,
such as a renewable energy portfolio standards
and minimum local generation standards40
2011: National Energy Policy Framework,
which presents the path to follow on energy
efficiency, sustainability and resilience over the
next 30 years.
2012: Ministry of Energy, Science and
Technology and Public Utilities published the
Strategic Plan 2012-2017, which included
strategies proposed by the Ministry.
Furthermore, Belize has a number of laws governing
the electricity sector, including41:
Electricity Act (No. 13 of 1992),as amended by
Act (No. 40 of 1999) and Act (No. 12 of 2007)
Electricity (Tariffs, Charges and Quality of
Service Standards) Bylaws, 2005.

40
41

www.reegle.info
www.reegle.info

BELIZE

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Energy, Science and Technology
and Public Utilities (MESTPU) is responsible for
renewable energy. Its Energy Department has the
mission to “plan, promote and effectively manage
the production, delivery and use of energy through
energy efficiency, renewable energy, and cleaner
production interventions for the sustainable
development of Belize”.
Within the MESTPU, the Geology and Petroleum
Department administrates the petroleum industry
and supervises and monitors all exploration and
production operations.42
There is one main electricity distribution company in
the country, Belize Electricity Ltd. (BEL).43

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The MESTPU is also responsible for energy efficiency.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Public Utilities Commission was established in
1998 and is responsible for the inspection and
regulation of all market and economic activity in the
electricity industry.44 45

-

-

The regional project Energy for Sustainable
Development in the Caribbean (ESD-Caribes),
which in Belize targeted sustainable, energy
efficient retrofitting of buildings, along with the
adoption of energy efficiency codes for the
improved design and construction of buildings.
IDB technical cooperation, to assess the
potential for energy efficiency applications and
distributed generation using renewable energy
and also to support the national energy policy of
Belize

In addition, Belize was participating in the Caribbean
Renewable Energy Development Programme
(CREDP), which sought the promotion and adoption
of renewable energy technologies by removing and
overcoming commercial barriers in order to reduce
the costs of these emerging technologies.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Multilateral institutions provide financing for
renewable energy and energy efficiency projects,
such as the Inter-American Investment Corporation
(IIC) which provided funding for a combined heat and
power project with the Belize Co-Generation Energy
Limited, using sugarcane bagasse.47

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

324,100

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2009)

85

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; IRENA Country Profile Belize

The MESTPU Energy Department’s key projects
are46:
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
Technical Assistance (REETA) Project, a fouryear project designed to support the
institutional structures for the promotion of
renewable energies and energy efficiency in the
Caribbean.

42 http://estpu.gov.bz/

45

43

46

http://www.bel.com.bz/
44
www.reegle.info

http://www.puc.bz/index.php/about-us/electricity
http://estpu.gov.bz/index.php/energy/energymajorprovjects
47
GIZ Energy Efficiency Report, 2013

BOLIVIA
Total Electricity
Generation

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND ENERGY
GENERATION
Installed capacity by
source48:
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Summary
Non Renewable
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW

%

0.974
0.485
0.010

66.30%
33.02%
0.68%

GW
0.974
0.485
0.010
1.469

%
66.30%
33.02%
0.68%
100.0%

6.835

100.0%

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
The Constitution of the Plurinational State of Bolivia
supports the development of alternative energy
sources through Articles 9, 20. 378, 379. Supreme
Decree N° 29894, Art 62 (2009) defines the duties of
the Vice Ministry of Electricity and Alternative
Energy.49

Electricity generation
by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Solar
Summary
Non Renewable
Hydroelectric (Large
&Small)
Renewables (NonHydro)

48

TWh/year
4.351
2.324
0.157
0.003

Proportion
of total
63.66%
34.00%
2.30%
0.04%

TWh/year
4.351

%
63.66%

2.324

34.00%

0.160

2.34%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011
49 Source:
http://www2.hidrocarburos.gob.bo/index.php/viceministerios/ele
ctricidad-y-energias-alternativas.html

Article 5 of the Electricity Law of Bolivia establishes
that the use of water and other renewable resources
must be rational, integral, sustainable and take into
account other uses. The government may define a
minimum share for hydropower in the total
production capacity, as well as the responsibilities of
public stakeholders and the institutional set up. The
Alternative energy policy for the electricity sector
was set in 2011. 50
Supreme Decree 29635 created the Electricity
Program for Living with Dignity, which seeks to
achieve universal access to electricity. It aims to
encourage public and private investment through the
application of different technological alternatives,
such as photovoltaic systems, wind generators, micro

50

Source:
http://www2.hidrocarburos.gob.bo/phocadownload/politicas_ene
rgias_alternativas_2011.pdf

BOLIVIA
hydro and pico hydro, densification and extension
grids, among others.
The Plan for energy access universalization in
Bolivia (2010 - 2025) seeks to clarify responsibilities
and facilitate coordination among regulatory
agencies and subnational entities.

Cochabamba. The system is based on a Stirling
engine and a micro-turbine and is aimed at covering
multiple uses: power, water heating, heating, food
refrigeration and even industrial uses. The Royal
Institute of Technology of Stockholm collaborates
with the initiative.54

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

Stage II of the rural electrification project “Plan cero
mechero” has been launched. The project aims to
benefit 2,100 households from 120 communities of
the Yungas, covering 84% of the population in this
area.55

The Viceministry of Electricity and Alternative
Energy, within the Ministry of Hydrocarbons and
Energy, is in charge of establishing policies and
regulations for the electricity sector.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The institution in charge of energy efficiency is the
Viceministry of Electricity and Alternative Energy.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Superintendence of Electricity is responsible
for enforcing electricity regulations. Additionally, in
2009 the government created the Electricity
Auditing and Social Monitoring Authority 51 and the
National Hydrocarbons Agency.52

7 ACCESS TO ENERGY
Of the total population of 10.5m (2012 World Bank
data), approximately 80.2% have access to energy,
according to the World Bank.

8. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
10.0 % Targeted ethanol blend for transport. 2010 56
2.5 % Targeted biodiesel blend for transport. 2010 57

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
The Law for Universal Access to Electricity was
drafted in 2006. This law creates the program “Living
with Dignity” to improve both rural and urban
electrification. In 2009, Bolivia approved the Energy
Development Plan 2008-2027, and in 2011 it passed
the Alternative Energies Policy.53
A pilot plant for co-generation based on diverse
biomass feed stock is being implemented in

51

http://www.ae.gob.bo/

55

52 http://www.anh.gob.bo/

56

53

Source: http://www2.hidrocarburos.gob.bo/index.php/politicade-energias-alternativas.html
54
Ren21 Country Profile: Bolivia (2014)

Ren21 Country Profile: Bolivia (2014)
International Energy Agency (IEA). "Technology roadmap Biofuels for transport" 2011
57 International Energy Agency (IEA). "Technology roadmap Biofuels for transport" 2011

BRAZIL

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION58
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar

GW
22,368
1,884
82,459
10,900
1,431
0,032

%
18,78%
1,58%
69,25%
9,15%
1,20%
0,03%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
24,252
82,459
12,363

%
20,37%
69,25%
10,38%

Total Installed Capacity

119,074

100,0%

Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity
Generation

71.340

13.45%

424.050
35.000

79.95%
6.60%

530.390

100.0%

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Key policy framework for renewable energy in Brazil
is governed by the National Energy Plan:
The PNE 2030 is the long term National planning
instrument for the sector.
Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind

TWh/year
56.545
14.795
424.050
32.000
3.000

%
10.66%
2.79%
79.95%
6.03%
0.57%

Summary

TWh/year

%

58

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
59 This Resolution (available at
http://www.aneel.gov.br/cedoc/ren2012482.pdf) is the most
important recent regulatory change in Brazil’s electricity market.

Additional legal and policy frameworks include:
Law 10.438/2002 universalizes electricity
services, and establishes utilities must serve all
citizens within their concession areas.
In April 2012, the National Electricity Agency of
Brazil (ANEEL) approved Resolution 482/2012
establishing general guidelines for access of
distributed micro and mini-generation to
electricity distribution and compensation
systems. 59

It could provide a tremendous incentive for small scale,
distributed generation. However, some argue that it will not
have far reaching effects . The issuance of technical standards
for access to the system by distributed micro/mini-generators is
in the hands of electricity distributors. If the technical standards
turn out to be too demanding, many small producers may not
access this new market.

BRAZIL
For energy efficiency, the key legislations are:
2000: ANEEL - source of financing for
investment in R&D through the Energy
Efficiency Program (PEE): Federal Law 9.991 –
modified by others most recently modified by
Law 2.212/2010: a certain share (around 1%) of
the gross revenue of electricity utilities
(generation, transmission and distribution
utilities) must be invested in energy efficiency
and R&D projects60.
2001: Energy Efficiency Law 10.295 establishes
maximum levels of specific energy consumption
and minimum levels of energy efficiency of
machines and equipment sold in the country.
National Energy Efficiency Plan, instructed by
the PNE 2030.

Eletrobras
Eletrobras is a mixed-ownership utility64 responsible
for generation, transmission and distribution. It holds
37% of the generation capacity in the country and
provides funds for the National Electrical Energy
Conservation Program (PROCEL).
National Oil, Natural Gas and Biofuel Authority
For Non-Renewable Energy, the ANP, National Oil,
Natural Gas and Biofuel Authority 65 is the leading
institution.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Secretariat for Development and Energy Planning

3. INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Ministry of Mines and Energy
The Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME)61 is the main
agency responsible for energy policy. MME follows
the criteria set by the National Energy Policy Council
(CNPE), which supervises the security of electricity
supply and proposes preventive actions to ensure it.
Energy Research Company
The Energy Research Company 62 (Empresa de
Pesquisa Energética, EPE), is the technical agency
responsible for recommending and advising the MME
on planning and resources allocation in the energy
sector (covering electricity, oil, natural gas,
renewable energy, energy efficiency etc.).
Energy Development Department
The Energy Development Department (DDE) 63 , has
the specific role of coordinating actions and plans to
implement alternative energy policies, energy
efficiency and environmental sustainability.

The entity coordinating energy efficiency actions is
the Secretariat for Development and Energy
Planning (SDPE), together with the DDE.
Committee for the Management of Energy
Efficiency Indicators
In addition, the Committee for the Management of
Energy Efficiency Indicators (CGIEE), issues rules and
goals to be met by equipment, sets minimum
efficiency levels etc.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Electricity National Agency of Brazil
The Electricity National Agency of Brazil (ANEEL)66 is
responsible for regulating and supervising the
generation, transmission, distribution and sale of
electricity, also to carry out energy auctions etc.
Chamber of Electricity Sale
The Chamber of Electricity Sale (CCEE) regulates the
wholesale electricity market.

60

64

61

65

http://www.aneel.gov.br/area.cfm?idArea=75
http://www.mme.gov.br/
62 http://epe.gov.br/
63
http://www.mme.gov.br/spe/menu/institucional/DDE.html

http://www.eletrobras.com
http://anp.gov.br/
66 http://aneel.gov.br/

BRAZIL
(PROALCOOL), which encouraged the production of
renewable biomass fuel as an oil substitute. 69

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Specific
programs
development include:

for

renewable

energy

Program to Encourage Alternative Electricity
Sources (PROINFA)
In place since 2004, PROINFA had (until 2011),
supported the construction of 41 wind farms, 59 small
hydroelectric plants (PCHs) and 19 thermal biomass
plants, which sell electricity under PPAs to Eletrobras.
Industrial and
Program (PDTI)

Technological

Development

Eletrobras’ PDTI was created in February 2003 to
contribute to technological development of the
power sector and to encourage the national industry.

National Program for Universal Access
electricity and for the use of Electric Power

to

The “Light for All” (Luz Para Todos) program has,
since its creation in 2003, improved access to
electricity for more than 14 million citizens, mostly
through grid extension projects although it also
supports renewable energy-based stand alone and
micro-grid projects for isolated communities.70
Additional programs include:
GTZ-Eletrobras Cooperation Project, for the
promotion of renewable energy in electrification
works in rural areas in the North and Northeast
regions of the country.
CONPET Program promoting an efficient use of
oil and natural gas.

National Energy Conservation Program (PROCEL)
PROCEL was created by the MME and the Industry
and Commerce Ministry in 1985 to support the
efficient use of electricity; in 1991 it was restructured
to become a government program, increasing its
scope. It currently covers several sectors (industrial,
buildings, public lighting, municipality energy etc.). In
1993 a PROCEL label was created for equipment, and
later a “PROCEL Edifica” program was developed for
building standards67
Energy Equipment Labelling
The Energy Equipment Labelling program (PBE), is a
national program 68 led by the National Institute of
Metrology, Quality and Technology (INMETRO),
created in 1984 and developed in parallel with
PROCEL.
Brazilian Alcohol Program

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
National Social and Economic Development Bank
The National Social and Economic Development
Bank (BNDES) has since 1952 financing infrastructure
projects in the country. The PROESCO 71 supports
energy efficiency studies, projects, facilities and
works which may be requested either by ESCOs, final
users or utilities.
Energy Efficiency Program
The Energy Efficiency Program – ANEEL (PEE)
finances energy efficiency projects supervised by
ANEEL, financing comes from the revenue of utilities,
see above.
Sector Funds

The use of biofuel (ethanol) was promoted first in
1975 through the Brazilian Alcohol Program

67http://www.eletrobras.com/elb/procel/main.asp?TeamID={6746

9FA5-276E-431F-B9C0-6F40630498EE}
68
http://www2.inmetro.gov.br/pbe/
69 www.reegle.info
70
https://www.mme.gov.br/luzparatodos/asp/

http://www.bndes.gov.br/SiteBNDES/bndes/bndes_pt/Area
s_de_Atuacao/Meio_Ambiente/proesco.htm l
71

BRAZIL
Sector funds are funds managed by Eletrobras and
include72:
-

-

-

RGR Global Reverse Reserve was first created in
1957 and in the last years has financed several
Programs such as Luz Para Todos, PROCEL’s
public lighting component etc.
Conta de Consumo de Combustíveis (CCC) – Fuel
Consumption Account, is used to subsidize offgrid Systems 73. It is funded by fees charged to
utilities.
Conta de Desenvolvimento Energético (CDE) is
used to finance the development of energy
projects for low income users, improving energy
access and also to enhance the feasibility of
renewable energy projects.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY

Population (In
million, 2012)

Access to electricity (% of
total population, 2012)

198.7

99.3

Source: World Bank

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Biodiesel: A special tax regime is applicable in Brazil
for producers and importers of biodiesel and it is not
subject to the Industrialized Products tax (federal)
Sugarcane ethanol: There is a special tax regime for
producers, importers and distributors it is not subject
to the Industrialized Products tax (federal)
Value added tax: Equipment used in the renewable
energy generation process is generally exempted
from the Industrialized Products tax (federal) and it is
expected that wind and solar will be soon exempt of
ICMS tax (state, depending on state).74

72https://www.eletrobras.com/ELB/data/Pages/LUMIS1C20E00EP

TBRIE.htm

73

In Brazil, there are considerable sized grids not connected to the
national grid with high costs of diesel-based electricity generation
74 Source: KPMG, https://www.kpmg.com -Taxes and Incentives
for renewable energy

CANADA
Summary

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION75
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar
Tide and Wave

GW
43.386
12.604
74.901
1.717
5.265
0.563
0.020

%
31.34%
9.10%
54.10%
1.24%
3.80%
0.41%
0.01%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW
55.990
74.901
7.565
138.456

%
40.44%
54.10%
5.46%
100.0%

TWh/year

Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

224.624

Total Electricity Generation

623.083

371.929
26.530

%
36.05
%
59.69
%
4.26%
100.0
%

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
The National Energy Board, Strategic Plan
regulates pipelines, energy development and trade in
the Canadian public interest
Electricity generation by
source

75

TWh/year

Fossil Fuels
Nuclear

136.306
88.318

Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar
Tide and Wave

371.929
6.380
19.687
0.433
0.030

%
21.88
%
14.17%
59.69
%
1.02%
3.16%
0.07%
0.00%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011- If either
installed capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1

Energy Administration Act Sections 53 to 65 Nonapplication Order, 1986 (SOR/86-1049) is an Act to
provide for charges, compensation and pricing in
respect of certain energy sources and for the
administration and control of other matters
respecting energy sources in Canada
Energy Efficiency Regulations (SOR/94-651) is an
Act respecting the energy efficiency of energy-using
products and the use of alternative energy sources
The implementing agreement on renewable
energy technology deployment (IEA-RETD) was

MW) or 0.001 TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the
table or chart

CANADA
officially launched on September 15, 2005. The IEARETD is a cross-cutting and policy-focused
implementing agreement aimed at addressing the
challenges and opportunities facing further
deployment of renewable energy technologies.
Every state has its own regulation on law related to
renewable energy76.

-

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

-

The National Energy Board is an independent
federal agency that regulates several aspects of
Canada's energy industry

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Since 1998, the Office of Energy Efficiency is
Canada's center of excellence for energy, efficiency
and alternative fuels information. The OEE is
mandated to strengthen and expand Canada's
commitment to energy efficiency in order to help
address the government’s policy objectives. 77

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The National Energy Board (NEB) is an independent
federal agency established by the Parliament of
Canada in 1959 to regulate international and
interprovincial aspects of the oil, gas and electric
utility industries.78

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Natural Resources Canada (NRC) is implementing
several energy programs and engaging in
partnerships to promote renewable energy use,
including:

One notable renewable energy program at the
province level includes Ontario’s guaranteed price
for electricity from renewable energy. However, in
2006 the government suspended funding for new
wind power production incentive projects. The
Province of Ontario is committed to phasing out coalfired electricity generation by 2014.
Targets79:
- Manitoba: 1 GW of wind capacity by 2014
- New Brunswick: 10% of electricity sales from
renewable sources
- Nova Scotia: 25% of electricity generation from
renewables by 2015 and 40% by 2020
- Ontario: 19.7 GW of renewable capacity by 2018
(9 GW from hydro, 10.7 GW from non-hydro)
- Prince Edward Island: 15% of electricity
generation from renewables
- Quebec: 4 GW of wind capacity by 2015

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The Clean Energy Fund80 aims to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions through pilot projects on "green"
technologies to support the increased integration of
renewable and clean power and heat technologies.
Public investment, loans or grants exist. 2012

76

78

77

79

Source: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/acts-regulations/65
Source: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/offices-labs/officeenergy-efficiency

Energy and Climate Partnership of the
Americas
IEA Renewable Energy Technology Deployment
Assessment of Biomass Resources from
Marginal Lands in APEC Countries
Canada-NREL Cooperation
Assessment of Biomass Resources from
Marginal Lands in APEC Countries
Survey of Biomass Resource Assessments and
Assessment Capabilities in APEC Economies
Canada-Sustainable Communities Leadership
Academy (SCLA)
Gleneagles Dialogue, Major Economies Meeting

Source: http://www.neb-one.gc.ca/
Source: Irena Country Profile Canada (2014)
80
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/eneene/science/ceffep-eng.php

CANADA

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (In
million, 2012)

Access to electricity (% of
total population, 2012)

34.88

100

Sources: World Bank, UNESCO

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Renewable energy incentives available in Canada
include:
Feed-in tariff
- MicroFIT (<=10 kW) & FIT Program ( >10 kW).
(Ontario)
- Provincial FIT for biogas (on farm) = 100KW
(0.195 CAD/kWh). 2011 (Ontario)
- Provincial FIT for wind power (0.135 CAD/kWh).
2011 (Ontario)
- FITs for solar PV. 2011 (Federal)
- Provincial FIT for hydropower = 10MW (0.131
CAD/kWh). 2011 (Ontario)
- Provincial microFIT for ground-mounted solar
PV = 10KW (0.642 CAD/kWh). 2011(Ontario)
- Provincial microFIT for wind = 10KW (0.135
CAD/kWh). 2011 (Ontario)
Utility quota Obligation
- 2 % renewable content required in diesel fuel
sold. 2012 (Federal)
Net Metering
- Net metering exists. 2012 (Federal)
Obligation and mandate
- Ethanol mandate for transport. 2010
- Biodiesel mandate for transport. 2012

CHILE
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION81
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar

GW
10.871
5.946
0.938
0.190
0.004

%
60.57%
33.13%
5.23%
1.06%
0.02%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
10.871
5.946
1.132

%
60.57%
33.13%
6.31%

Total Installed Capacity

17.949

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Chile has enacted several laws to accelerate the
uptake of renewable energy at the national level: 82
In 2000, the government enacted Law 19657 on
geothermal energy concessions.
In 2008, the government enacted Law 20257
introducing amendments to the General Electricity
Law regarding generation from unconventional and
renewable energy sources.

Electricity generation by
TWh/year
source
Fossil Fuels
37.311
Hydroelectricity
20.799
Biomass and Waste
3.406
Wind
0.332
Summary
TWh/year
Non Renewables
37.311
Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
20.799
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
3.738
Total Electricity Generation 61.848

In 2009, the government enacted Law 20365 setting
tax-free conditions for solar thermal systems.
%
60.33%
33.63%
5.51%
0.54%
%
60.33%
33.63%
6.04%
100.0%

The 2012 Law 20571 establishes a net billing
mechanism for distributed renewable energy
systems of up to 100kW connected to the grid.
In 2013, Law 20698 on the expansion of the energy
matrix through renewable non conventional
sources was enacted.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Energy is the main institution
responsible for energy policies and specifically its

81

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration), 2011- If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

82http://www.leychile.cl/Consulta/listaMasSolicitadasxmat?agr=10

46&sub=643&tipCat=1

CHILE
Renewable Energy Division deals with Renewable
Energy83.
The National Energy Commission (CNE) was
created in 1978 as an advisory body on long term
strategies. CNE provides technical advice on energy
prices, tariffs, norms, production, generation,
transport and distribution. Its purpose is to ensure the
quality, reliability and availability of energy at the
most economic cost.
The Renewable Energy Center (CER) supports the
advancement of research and development in
renewable energy.84

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Ministry of Energy also has an Energy Efficiency
Division to lead energy efficiency policies.
In addition, the National Energy Commission (CNE)
is responsible for promoting energy efficiency.
The government created the Chilean Energy
Efficiency
Agency
(AChEE),
tasked
with
implementing national programs and policies
targeting energy efficiency.85

Since 2009, CNE is leading the implementation of a
rural electrification program. Additionally, the
government entered into an agreement with UNDP
aimed at removing barriers to rural electrification
through renewable energy.87

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Since 2009, co-financing grants are available for preinvestment studies for projects in advanced stages
(maximum 5% of the estimated investment, not to
exceed US$160,000).
The Inter-American Development Bank financed a
total of US$2.73 million for the promotion and local
development of solar technology. Financing aims at
supporting technology transfer through joint
ventures; promoting a market approach; contributing
to policy, regulatory and technological assistance;
and avoiding GHG emissions. The total project cost is
US$34.5 million. The project is implemented by the
Ministry of Energy.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (In
million, 2012)

Access to electricity (% of
total population, 2012)

17.46

99.4

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Superintendency of Energy and Fuels (SEC) is
responsible for supervising compliance with laws,
regulations and technical standards for generation,
production, storage, transportation and distribution
of liquid fuels, gas and electricity. 86

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

Source: World Bank

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES

The National Energy Commission (CNE) is
responsible for establishing national energy policies
and programs.

Sales tax, energy tax, excise tax, and value-added tax
rebates are in place since 2012. Direct subsidies for
rural electrification are available at rates of 60-70% of
initial costs since 2009.

83

86

84

87 http://www.leychile.cl/Consulta/listaMasSolicitadasxmat?agr=10

http://www.minenergia.cl/
http://cer.gob.cl/
85
http://www.acee.cl/

http://www.sec.cl/

46&sub=643&tipCat=1

COLOMBIA
Electricity generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND ENERGY
GENERATION88
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind

GW
4.688
9.718
0.040
0.020

%
32.41%
67.18%
0.28%
0.14%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
4.688
9.718
0.060

%
32.41%
67.18%
0.41%

14.466

100.0%

Total Installed Capacity

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
UPME recently published the Indicative Electricity
Extension Plan 2013-2017 (PIEC) where grid extension
needs are evaluated in order to increase electricity
access and investments are planned.

Energy Generation by
source (2011)
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind

TWh/year

%

10.269
48.389
0.499
0.059

17.34%
81.72%
0.84%
0.10%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

TWh/year
10.269
48.389
0.558

%
17.34%
81.72%
0.94%

Total Electricity Generation

59.216

100.0%

88

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA (U.S.
Energy Information Administration), 2011- If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

The key environmental goals in the energy sector
adopted on 2012 consist of89:
œ3.5% of grid-connected electricity generation
from renewables (excluding large hydro) by
2015
œ6.5% of grid-connected electricity generation
from renewables (excluding large hydro) by
2020
œ20% of off-grid electricity generation from
renewables (excluding large hydro) by 2015
œ30% of off-grid electricity generation from
renewables (excluding large hydro) by 2020
In 2001, Law 697 was enacted, seeking to promote
the efficient and rational use of energy and
alternative energies. This Law was regulated by
Decree 3683, issued in 2003. The Law and the Decree
include important aspects such as the stimulus to
education and research in renewable energy sources.
Nevertheless, the program created under this law
does not include issues such as regulatory support
systems to encourage investment, the definition of
policies to promote renewable energy, or

89

http://www.irena.org/REmaps/CountryProfiles/Latin%20Americ
a/Colombia.pdf

COLOMBIA
quantitative targets for the share of renewable
energy.90
Further legal and policy frameworks in place and
commitments to renewable energy include:
Law 788: Tax exemptions and incentives for
ethanol producers (2002)
Law 939: Tax exemptions for new palm oil
plantations and B5 blend (2008)
Policy Framework for Biodiesel production
(2008)
Signed the IRENA statute (2010)

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The National Planning Department is a technical
entity that advises the President on sustainable
development including energy issues.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Mining and Energy Planning Unit
(www.upme.gov.co), under the Ministry of Mines and
Energy is one of the key stakeholders at the
government level. Since 2004, through a presidential
decree, it has been assigned the duty of preparing, on
a priority basis, programs and projects related to
energy savings in all fields of economic activity and to
carry out all necessary dissemination efforts.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Ministry of Energy and Mines
The Ministry of Energy and Mines is responsible for
energy planning and regulation. Regulation is carried
out through the Energy and Gas Regulatory
Commission. Energy Planning is carried out though
the Mines and Energy Planning Unit.

90

http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/CO
www.creg.gov.co
92 www.superservicios.gov.co
93
www.sic.gov.co
91

As a special administrative unit under the Ministry of
Mines and Energy, the Mining and Energy Planning
Unit (UPME) counts with its own assets and legal and
special arrangements for recruitment and personnel
management, wages and benefits, and budgetary
autonomy. Its role is to develop in a participatory
manner the integrated planning of the energy and
mining sector.
Institute of Planning and Promotion of Energy
Solutions for Non-Interconnected Areas (IPSE)
The Institute of Planning and Promotion of Energy
Solutions for Non-Interconnected Areas (IPSE) is
attached to the Ministry of Mines and Energy and is in
charge of executing the guidelines and policies of the
Ministry. It implements plans, programs and energy
infrastructure projects, aimed at encouraging
production processes and improving the quality of life
of un-serviced populations, in a way that is
technologically, economically, environmentally and
socially sustainable.
Other energy sector regulation agencies are:
The Energy and Gas Regulatory Commission 91
created in 1994 (CREG)
Superintendence of Public Services92 created in
1991 (SSPD)
Superintendence of Industry and Commerce 93
created in 1968

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
National Energy Plan and Integral Energy
Strategy
The energy policy of the country is defined by the
National Energy Plan 2006-2025 94 , and its Integral
Energy Strategy 2003-202095 in which a diagnosis of
the energy supply and demand is presented, and
some objectives and strategies on the short, medium
and long term are defined for different future
scenarios.

94

http://www.upme.gov.co/Docs/PEN/PEN_PropuestaDiscusionV5.pdf
95 http://www.upme.gov.co/Docs/pen.htm

COLOMBIA
PROURE is a program for the efficient and rational
use of energy and non-conventional sources of
energy in Colombia, which established energy
efficiency savings and renewable energy share
targets for 2015 and 202096.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The clean energy sector attracted USD1.2bn in clean
energy capital from 2006 through 2012, mostly in the
form of project financings for biofuels and small
hydro, but little of that came in the last few years.
Only US$71m was invested in 2011 and capital inflows were negligible in 2012. Colombia lags in green
microfinance availability.97

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (In
million, 2012)

Access to electricity (% of
total population, 2010)

47.7

97.4

Source: World Bank

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The UPME, together with the Institute for Industrial
Development (IFI) and the Bank for Business
Development and Foreign Trade of Colombia
(BANCOLDEX)98, has designed an indirect incentive
scheme to support the incorporation of efficient
technologies and the optimization of the use of
energy in productive sectors through credit lines.
Besides, a new Law to promote non-conventional
renewable energy sources is under evaluation at
Senate and Parliament, which seeks to implement
several incentives (still not determined) for
renewable energy generation99.

96

98

97

99

http://www.minminas.gov.co /
The Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF), Bloomberg New
Energy Finance (BNEF) "Climatescope 2013"

www.bancoldex.com
Draft Law N. 278 2013 Senate, 096 2012 Chamber of
Representatives

COSTA RICA
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION100
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste
Wind

GW
0.862
1.682
0.208
0.060
0.132

%
29.28%
57.13%
7.07%
2.04%
4.48%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.862
1.682
0.400

%
29.28%
57.13%
13.59%

Total Installed Capacity

2.944

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Costa Rican Government has adopted several policies
and regulations that should act in favour of the
development of renewable energy sector. These
include:
The National Energy Policy
Ensure, responsibly, energy development of the
country, ensuring that the provision with clean,
sustainable and environmentally friendly energy and
human health, which offers the opportunity to all
Costa Ricans to improve their living conditions.

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
%
Fossil Fuels
0.811
8.20%
Hydroelectricity
7.064
71.43%
Geothermal
1.474
14.91%
Biomass and Waste
0.145
1.47%
Wind
0.395
3.99%
Summary
TWh/year
%
Non Renewables
0.811
8.20%
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
7.064
71.43%
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
2.014
20.37%
Total Electricity Generation
9.889
100.0%

Carbon Neutral by 2021
Carbon Neutral by 2021 aims to reduce the
dependency on fossil fuels and at the same time
promote the electrification of land transportation
methods, modernization of vehicular transportation
for people and goods, regionalization of
transportation, reinforce the use of multimodal
transportation and energy efficiency policies in the
industry and general consumption.
Regulation for the rational use of energy
Law 7447 – Regulation for the rational use of energy
is in place since 1994 and covers:

100

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011- If either installed

capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

COSTA RICA
-

Renewable Energy Tax Exemptions
Compact fluorescent lamps
Refrigerators and freezers
Executive decree 25584 MINAE-H-MP on
Labeling (1996)

Net-metering
The 2014 Standard Planning, Operation and Access
to National Electric System (POASEN) allows smallscale distributed renewable energy generators to
connect directly to ICE’s grid network. As part of the
program, ICE installs bi-directional meters. Any net
surplus in power production can be carried over to the
next billing cycle (in this case, a one-year period to
account for the seasonal variability of renewable
energy sources) as a kWh credit.
Autonomous or parallel generation
Law 7200 defines the autonomous or parallel
generation as produced by power plants with limited
capacity, belonging to private companies and rural
electric cooperatives that can be integrated to the
national grid generation.101

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
National Committee for Energy Conservation
The National Committee for Energy Conservation
(CONACE) is the leading organization that
coordinates, plans, designs and monitors the actions
and efforts in energy conservation nationwide
contributing to efficient energy supply.103

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Public Services Regulatory Authority
The Public Services Regulatory Authority (ARESEP),
a multi-sector agency, is in charge of regulating the
power
and
other
sectors
such
as
telecommunications, hydrocarbons, irrigation, public
transportation, maritime and air services, rail cargo
transportation and waste disposal.

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
Ministry of Environment and Energy

Different organizations and government bodies
were collaborating in the creation of the national
programmes.

The institution responsible for renewable energy and
non-renewable energy is the Ministry of Environment
and Energy (MINAE). It exercises stewardship in
policy formulation, strategic planning and
implementation of actions related to the
preservation, promotion, research and control of
natural resources. It seeks to improve quality of life,
promote sustainable human development and
provide public services efficiently and effectively,
while complying with international commitments. 102

Distributed generation net-metering pilot
program

101

102

http://www.mideplan.go.cr/pnd-19982002/actores/sector_publico/ambiente/index.html

The distributed generation net-metering pilot
program is led by National Electricity Institute (ICE).
Programa 4E
Program 4E by GIZ

http://www.mideplan.go.cr/pnd-19982002/actores/sector_publico/ambiente/index.html
103
http://www.reegle.info/countries/costa-rica-energy-profile/CR

COSTA RICA

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Accelerating Renewable Energy Investment in
Central America and Panama
Costa Rica is part of the Accelerating Renewable
Energy Investment in Central America and Panama
development project (ARECA) which aims to reduce
financial barriers for renewable energy project
deployment.
Private banks are proactive in creating specific
financing for renewable energy projects.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (In million, 2012)

4.805

Access to electricity (% of
total population, 2013)

99.6

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; Costa Rican Electricity Institute
(ICE), 2013

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The Costa Rican government has made efforts to
provide incentives to stimulate the renewable energy
and energy efficiency sectors.
The Government has put in place a tax exemption for
all energy efficiency and renewable energy
equipment as defined in Law 7447 (the equipment list
was recently updated by MINAE).
The net-metering policy (in pilot phase, enacted by
ICE since 2010) also aims to increase renewable
energy generation. The regulator ARESEP has just
mandated utility companies to allow net metering.
They will have 6 months to put in place the measures.

CUBA
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION104
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Wind

GW
6.165
0.064
0.012

%
98.78%
1.03%
0.19%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW
6.165
0.064
0.012
6.241

%
98.78%
1.03%
0.19%
100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Cuba has a number of key laws and regulations in
place for sustainable energy. These include105:
-

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

104

TWh/year

%

16.157
0.098
0.455
0.035
TWh/year
16.157

96.49%
0.59%
2.72%
0.21%
%
96.49%

0.098
0.490
16.745

0.59%
2.93%
100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011- If either installed

-

-

2005 Resolution 190 - Prohibition on
incandescent lightbulbs imports by the Ministry
of Basic Industry (MINBAS) and Ministry of
Foreign Trade (MINCEX)
2007 Resolution 328 - Creation of the Bureau for
the Supervision of Energy Carriers by MINBAS
2008
Resolution
316
–
Mandatory
implementation of compliance with Cuban
Regulation NC 220 - Design requirements for
energy efficiency, by Ministry of Construction
(MICONS)
2009 Resolution 136 – Implementation of the
Technical Regulation on energy efficiency in
equipment for end-use of electrical energy, by
MINBAS
2009 Resolution 7909 – Implementation of work
systems to control electricity consumption in
the nonresidential sector, by Ministry of
Economy and Planning (MEP)

capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
105
EEA Forum Final Report

CUBA

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Economy and Planning (MEP) is in
charge ofenergy and economic policy-for the
country.
Energy Council
The Energy Council (CAAE)106 is the body in charge of
controlling the Program for National Energy Sources
and Energy Efficiency, fostering renewable energy
and elaborating laws and legislation to improve
energy efficiency in the national economy.

-

Replacement efforts conducted in distribution
networks: 80,000 improvement efforts were
carried out in 2010, and 23 (110 kV) substations
put into service.
9.4 million (100 percent) incandescent light bulbs
were replaced with compact fluorescent lamps,
and 4.4 million inefficient appliances were
replaced.
Replacement of kerosene cook stoves with
electric ones through the delivery of electric
cooking modules.
Over 2,500 inefficient water pumps were
replaced with efficient ones in water pipes and
sewers.
Over 807,000 (32 W) fluorescent lamps were
installed, and electronic ballasts replaced 40 W
ones and electromagnetic ballasts.
Energy audits were carried out
Implementation of a work system to control
electricity consumption

-

-

-

-

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
National Group for Energy Savings and Efficiency
The National Group for Energy Savings and Efficiency
(Grupo Nacional para el Ahorro y la Eficiencia
Energética) 107 comprehensively coordinates and
executes all actions related to energy efficiency in the
country.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Although no dedicated regulatory body exists, the
MEP is in charge of the inspection and regulatory
enforcement throughout the country, acting as the
de facto regulator of the energy sector.108

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Cuba had a number of National Programs in place in
the last few years109:
-

2,400 MW of distributed generation highefficiency engines, were synchronized. This
made possible an increase in efficiency due to the
low cost of inputs and indexes of fuel
consumption.

-

In addition, Cuba participated in the Caribbean
Renewable Energy Development Program,
financed by UNDP and GEF, and technically
supported by the Organization of American States
(OAS) and implemented by CARICOM. The program
sought the promotion and adoption of renewable
energy technologies by removing and overcoming
commercial barriers in order to reduce the costs of
these emerging technologies.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Resources allocated to carry out programs and
projects come from the National Budget.110

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (In million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

11.27

106

109

107

110

http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/cu
EEA Forum, Final Report, 2010
108
http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/cu

97.5

Source: World Bank Data, 2011

EEA Forum, Final Report, 2010
EEA Forum, Final Report, 2010

CUBA

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
In March 2014 the Government of Cuba enacted the
Foreign Investment Law.111

111

Government of Cuba Official News link
http://www.ain.cu/economia/842-ley-de-inversion-extranjera-entabloide-especial-de-granma)

DOMINICA

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION112
Installed capacity by source (2011)
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Wind113
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
%
0.020 60.24%
0.006 18.07%
0.007 21.69%

Total Installed Capacity

0.033

GW
%
0.020 60.24%
0.006 18.07%
0.007 21.69%
100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)113

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Dominica has a number of key laws and regulations in
place for renewable energy. These include114:
-

-

2003: Sustainable Energy Plan
2006: Electricity Supply Act amendment, which
set the Independent Regulatory Commission
(IRC), under the authority of the Ministry of
Public Works, Energy and Ports and established
the use of renewable energy as an official goal of
energy policy
2009: National Energy Policy draft

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
0.075
Hydroelectricity
0.030

%
71.43%
28.57%

Furthermore, Independent Power Producers (IPPs)
are allowed, according to Worldwatch C-SERMS.

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)

TWh/year
0.075
0.030

%
71.43%
28.57%

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

Total Electricity Generation

0.105

100.0%

Electricity Generated by source (2011) 113

112

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
113 Installed Wind capacity data is from “The World Wind Energy
Association 2012 Annual Report” because the EIA data is wrong.

The ministry responsible for energy is the Ministry of
Public Works, Energy and Ports.115 Its Energy Unit
is responsible for leading energy policy, promoting
generation from renewable energy sources energy

The share/amount of electricity generation from wind is not
available
114 IRENA Country Profile Dominica
115 http://publicworks.gov.dm/

DOMINICA
efficiency and
exploration.116

leading

geothermal

energy

-

Low Carbon Communities in the Caribbean
project, proposed by the U.S. Department of
Energy, requested countries to submit proposals
for collaboration in different areas including
renewable energy development and buildings
and industrial energy efficiency. Dominica was
awarded the Dominica Wind Project, which
aimed to prove the viability of smaller,
distributed wind generation as an alternative to
traditional,
megawatt-class,
utility-scale
turbines.

The utility company, DOMLEC117, has non-exclusive
generation rights and exclusive transmission and
distribution licenses since January 2014. Its strategic
renewable energy target aims at generating 30%
from renewable resources by 2013 and 40% by
2017.118

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Energy Unit within the Ministry of Public Works,
Energy and Ports is also responsible for energy
efficiency.

Other past experiences are:
-

CSEP: Caribbean Sustainable Energy Program,
implemented by the OAS (ended in 2013).
CREDP: Program financed by UNDP and GEF,
technically supported by OAS and implemented
by CARICOM. The program sought the
promotion and adoption of renewable energy
technologies by removing and overcoming
commercial barriers in order to reduce the costs
of these emerging technologies.

-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
According to the 2006 Electricity Supply Act, the
Independent Regulatory Commission (IRC) 119
approves electricity tariffs and regulates all power
sector enterprises and licensees aiming to protect the
interests of all market participants.

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Geothermal Power

7. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

71,680

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

>90

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; IRENA Country Profile Dominica

Dominica is investing strongly in developing
geothermal resources. The Energy Unit has been
tasked with assessing the extent and potential of
geothermal resources and establishing the
Geothermal Energy Generation Plan.
Dominica has participated in several regional
programs:
-

Geo-Caraïbes project, promoted by OAS, UNEP
and other partners, sought to create a favorable
framework for the commercial development of
geothermal energy in the Eastern Caribbean.120

116

119

117

120

http://publicworks.gov.dm/index.php/divisions/energy-unit
http://www.domlec.dm/
118
www.reegle.info

http://www.ircdominica.org/
EEA Forum, 2010

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION121

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind

GW
2.473
0.523
0.010
0.034

%
81.35%
17.20%
0.33%
1.12%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW
2.473
0.523
0.044
3.040

%
81.35%
17.20%
1.45%
100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
In 2008, the National Energy Plan (PEN) was
created. The plan enables a coherent and articulated
vision among the sub-sectoral electricity, fuel and
renewable sources plans. 122 In addition, the
Government instituted several laws that regulate the
energy sector and aim to stimulate the use of
renewable energy.

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
11.430
Hydroelectricity
1.531
Biomass and Waste
0.024
Wind
0.101
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

121

%
87.35%
11.70%
0.18%
0.77%

TWh/year
%
11.430
87.35%
1.531
11.70%
0.125
0.96%
13.086
100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011. If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
122 Source: http://www.cne.gov.do/app/do/pen.aspx

The 2001 General Electricity Law No.125-01
(amended in 2007) establishes a regulatory
framework for the electricity subsector.123
Law 57-07, encourages the development of
renewable energy sources and special schemes and
aims at ensuring a sufficient energy supply, reducing
dependence on oil imports and diversifying energy
sources by developing production from renewable
sources in order to increase energy security.
Article 138 of Law 125-01 created the Dominican
Corporation of State-Owned Electricity Companies
(CDEEE) and establishes the obligation of carrying
out State programs for rural and suburban
electrification in low-income communities.124

123http://www.gasnaturalfenosa.com.do/servlet/ficheros/12971346

73941/Ley_General_de_Electricidad_Vigente_Rep_Dom.PDF
124 Presentation by Julián Despradel of CNE at the workshop
“Access to Energy and Poverty Reduction to Achieve Millennium
Objectives in Latin America and the Caribbean,” CEPAL, Santiago
de Chile, October 2009.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

6.
NATIONAL
EXECUTION

Several government bodies regulate the energy
sector and aim to stimulate the use of renewable
energy.

The 2008 National Energy Plan (PEN) contemplates
all sources of energy.128

The National Energy Commission (CNE) is the
institution in charge of drawing the state policy in the
energy sector. It was created by General Electricity
Law No.125-01 dated July 26, 2001 and establishes
the activities to be followed in the energy sector.125

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS

Electricity Superintendence is the institution
responsible for monitoring and supervising
compliance with laws, regulations and technical
standards in terms of generation, transmission,
distribution and sale of electricity. 126
National
Interconnected
Electric
System
Coordinator (OC-SENI) is a government body
created to coordinate the operations of generation,
transmission and distribution electricity enterprises
that are part of SENI.127

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Electricity Superintendence is the main regulatory
body. It is responsible for monitoring and ensuring
the electricity sub-sector works in accordance with
existing regulations.

126

Source:http://www.cne.gov.do/app/do/frontpage.aspx
Source: http://www.sie.gob.do/

TO

CNE considers the following mechanisms under Law
57-07:
-

Public finance programs,
Tax incentives,
Reduction in import tariffs,
Exchange of old equipment for new
ones/discount options, and
Establishment of efficient loans with banks.

FOR

There are two institutions at the national level in
charge of energy efficiency: The National Energy
Commission (CNE) and the Institutional Committee
for the Rational Use of Energy (CIURE). The CNE
implements the Energy Efficiency Strategy for the
Dominican Republic.

125

UNDER

The Government has created several financing
mechanisms under a regulatory framework and has
collaborated with the World Bank and the InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB) in order to
provide financial support to the energy sector.

-

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

PROGRAMS

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Total Population (In million,
2012)

10.28

Access to Energy (% of
Total Population, 2011)

96.1

Source: World Bank Data, 2011

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Incentives to stimulate the renewable energy and
energy efficiency sector include:
- 2007 Law No. 57-07 on Incentives for the
Development of Renewable Sources of Energy
and its Special Regimes.
- 100% tax exemption on the imported
equipment and machinery for thermo-solar
systems, wind farm, photovoltaic systems,
mini-hydro, ocean energy, biomass, heat

127
128

Source: http://www.oc.org.do/inicio.aspx
Source: http://www.cne.gov.do/app/do/pen.aspx

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

-

generators and the generation biofuels, which
are derived from plant sources or from
municipal, agricultural and industrial organic
waste.
2010: Electricity feed-in-tariff.
2011: Public investment and loans provided for
the electricity sector.
2012: Net metering introduced.
2012: Capital subsides introduced.

ECUADOR
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION129
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind

GW
2.990
2.243
0.100
0.002

%
56.04%
42.04%
1.87%
0.04%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
2.990
2.243
0.102

%
56.04%
42.04%
1.91%

Total Installed Capacity

5.335

100.0%

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
%
Fossil Fuels
8.053
41.17%
Hydroelectricity
11.022 56.35%
Biomass and Waste
0.483
2.47%
Wind
0.003
0.02%
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

129

TWh/year
%
8.053
41.17%
11.022 56.35%
0.486
2.48%
19.561

100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

Since 1996, the government of Ecuador has been
continuously developing policies and regulations to
increase the use of renewable energy whilst reducing
the use of fossil fuels. The following policies and
regulations have been adopted:
- The Electricity Sector Law (1996)
- Rural and Urban Marginal Electrification Fund
(1998)
- Feed-in Tariff introduced (2006)
- The Ministry of Electricity and Renewable
Energy (2007)
- National Biofuels Council (2007)
- Promotion of renewable energy included in the
2008 Constitution
- 5% ethanol blends in pilot Provinces (2010).

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Electricity and Renewable Energy is
responsible for renewable and non-renewable
energy. It includes the Under-secretariat of
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency, as well as
the Renewable Energy Directorate and the Biomass
and Biogas Directorate.130

130

http://www.energia.gob.ec/

ECUADOR

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS

The Under Secretariat of Renewable Energy and
Energy Efficiency and in particular its Energy
Efficiency Directorate are responsible for energy
efficiency.131

Several national financial institutions and projects
have created mechanisms to facilitate the funding of
renewable energy and energy efficiency projects.
These include:
-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
National Council of electricity (CONELEC) has been
the national energy regulator since 1996.132

-

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
The Directorate of Renewable Energy and Energy
Efficiency and the Directorate of Energy Efficiency
are the main agencies implementing national
programs. Their goals are to accelerate the use of
renewable energy and stimulate energy efficiency
practices. Some national programmes include: 133
-

Intelligent public lighting
Energy efficiency in industry
Replacement of incandescent light bulbs with
energy saving lamps
Use of new technologies in urban Transportation
Replacement of inefficient appliances such as
inefficient fridges

The Directorate of Biomass and Combined Heat and
Power is responsible for the Biodiesel for electricity
generation in Galapagos and for the National
Implementation of a bio-digesters program.

-

Rural Electrification Program for 15,000
homes in the Amazon
Energy Management Master Plan for
Galapagos
Ecuadorian Investment Fund in the
Hydrocarbon and Energy Sectors (FEISEH)
Investment Projects by the Social Security
Institute Bank (BIESS)
Funding studies by the National
Reinvestment Institute (INP)
CREEcuador Program – Productive
Transformation Projects
Bilateral cooperation Programs134

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Total Population (in
million, 2012)

15.5

Access to Energy (% of
total population, 2010)

92.2

Source: World Bank Data, 2012

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The Government provides incentives that stimulate
the renewable energy and energy efficiency sector.
A feed-in tariff was set in place for non-conventional
renewable energy, in particular biomass and biogas
and hydro (<30 MW) covered under CONELEC
Regulation 001/13. 135 Renewable energy generation
companies receiving feed-in tariffs are mandated to

131http://www.energia.gob.ec/direccion-nacional-de-eficiencia-

energetica/
132
http://www.conelec.gob.ec/contenido.php?cd=1007&l=1
133: Subsecretariat of Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency;
http://www.energia.gob.ec/programas-y-servicios/

134

Ecuador – Final Report – Product 3: Financial Mechanism Observatory or Renewable Energy in Latin America and the
Caribbean – OLADE, 2011;http://www.energia.gob.ec/programade-energizacion-rural-y-electrificacion-urbano-marginal-ferum/
135http://www.conelec.gob.ec/normativa_detalle.php?cd_norm=7
53

ECUADOR
pay a tax (or contribution) in a Social Responsibility
Account per kWh or renewable energy sold.136
Feed-in tariffs are in place under CONELEC
regulations 004/11 and 001/13 for non-conventional
renewable energy, in particular biomass, biogas and
hydro (<30 MW), for a 15-year period after registry of
the power plant. 137 Renewable Energy generation
companies receiving feed-in tariffs must pay a tax in
a Social Responsibility Account for renewable energy
per kWh sold.138

Power Plant
Wind
Photovoltaic
Solar Thermal
Marine Energy
Biomass and
Biogas < 5 MW
Biomass and
Biogas > 5 MW
Geothermal

136
137

53

In-land,
US$
cents/kWh
9.13
40,03
31,02
44,77

Galapagos,
US$
cents/kWh
10.04
44,03
34,12
49,25

11,05

12,16

9,60

10,56

13,21

14,53

Source: CONELEC Resolution 093/12
http://www.conelec.gob.ec/normativa_detalle.php?cd_norm=7

138

Source: CONELEC Resolution 093/12

EL SALVADOR
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION139
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste

GW
0.801
0.472
0.204
0.030

%
53.15%
31.32%
13.54%
1.99%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.801
0.472
0.234

%
53.15%
31.32%
15.53%

Total Installed Capacity

1.507

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
El Salvador has a number of key laws and regulations
in place for renewable energy. These include140:
-

2007: Creation of the National Energy Council
(CNE)
2007: Decree n. 462 ruling fiscal incentives
related to renewable energy investments

In addition, the Mandatory Salvadoran Standards
(NSO) established energy efficiency standards for
lighting, engines and cooling equipment.141

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
2.178
Hydroelectricity
2.006
Geothermal
1.525
Biomass and Waste
0.283

%
36.35%
33.48%
25.45%
4.72%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

TWh/year
2.178
2.006
1.808

%
36.35%
33.48%
30.17%

Total Electricity Generation

5.992

100.0%

139

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
In 2007, Legislative Decree n.404 created the
National Energy Council (CNE) to lead, guide and
regulate policy and strategy in the energy sector in six
areas: fuels, energy access, electricity markets,
energy efficiency, renewable energy, planning and
monitoring.
CNE counts with a Directorate of Renewable
Energy142, responsible for policies and strategies on
the sustainable use of renewable resources.143

140

IRENA Country Profile
http://www.osn.gob.sv
142 http://www.cne.gob.sv
143
GIZ energy efficiency Report
141

EL SALVADOR
For the electricity sector, the Electrical Energy
Directorate (DEE), within the Ministry of Economy, is
responsible for drafting policies, programs, projects
and actions related to the generation, transmission
and distribution of electricity (2001). 144

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Within CNE, there is a Directorate of Energy
Efficiency, responsible for the development of
policies and strategies for Energy Efficiency, sectorial
programs and reviewing the energy efficiency legal
framework.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
El Salvador has a number of mechanisms in place
supporting energy efforts. These include:
-

The Productive Development Fund FONDEPRO
Government Fund finances energy efficiency
initiatives under the “Cleaner Production”
facility. 148
A special credit line is offered by the
Development Bank of El Salvador BANDESAL
within its “Renewable Company” program.149
The manual “Energy Efficiency Project Funding
Special Mechanism” funded by the InterAmerican Development Bank gives instructions
on how to access US$ 10,000 and 35,000 credit
lines to develop energy efficiency projects in
SMEs150.

-

-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The
Superintendent
of
Electricity
and
Telecommunications (SIGET) is the regulator of both
sectors.145

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

Rural electrification projects are executed mainly
through the Social Investment Fund for Local
Development (FISDL) 151, in operation since 1990.152

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY

El Salvador Saves Energy is a multi-stakeholder
program coordinated by CNE to promote,
consolidate and strengthen the efficient use of
energy.146

Population (In million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

6.3

91.7

Source: World Bank Data, 2012

There is a Program for Energy Efficiency in the
Residential and Public Sectors within CNE-EE
Directorate, which has implemented Energy
Efficiency Committees in public institutions, which
are responsible for identifying, implementing and
monitoring energy efficiency initiatives. 147

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Decree n.462 creates the following provisions for
renewable energy for electricity generation (hydro,
wind, solar, geothermal and biomass):
-

144

148

145

149

http://servicios.minec.gob.sv/default.asp?id=66&mnu=66
http://www.siget.gob.sv
146http://www.elsalvadorahorraenergia.com.sv/index.php/progra
ma
147http://www.cne.gob.sv/index.php?option=com_content&view=
article&id=152&Itemid=199

Import tax exemption for machinery, equipment
etc. during first 10 years of works, with a limit of
20 MW installations.

http://www.fondepro.gob.sv
https://www.bandesal.gob.sv/portal/page/portal/INICIO/SERVI
CIOS/GUIA/GARANTIAS/BMI_RECONVERSION_INDUSTRIAL
150 GIZ energy efficiency Report, 2013
151 http://www.fisdl.gob.sv/
152
www.reegle.info

EL SALVADOR
-

-

Income tax exemption for 5 or 10 years,
depending on plant size (10-20 MW or <10 MW,
respectively).
Total tax exemption on revenue from the sale of
certificates related to Clean Development
Mechanisms (CDM) or other carbon emission
markets.

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

TWh/year
2.178
2.006
1.808

%
36.35%
33.48%
30.17%

Total Electricity Generation

5.992

100.0%

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION153
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste

GW
0.801
0.472
0.204
0.030

%
53.15%
31.32%
13.54%
1.99%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.801
0.472
0.234

%
53.15%
31.32%
15.53%

Total Installed Capacity

1.507

100.0%

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

El Salvador has a number of key laws and regulations
in place for renewable energy. These include154:
-

2007: Creation of the National Energy Council
(CNE)
2007: Decree n. 462 ruling fiscal incentives
related to renewable energy investments

In addition, the Mandatory Salvadoran Standards
(NSO) established energy efficiency standards for
lighting, engines and cooling equipment.155

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
2.178
Hydroelectricity
2.006
Geothermal
1.525
Biomass and Waste
0.283

153

%
36.35%
33.48%
25.45%
4.72%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
In 2007, Legislative Decree n.404 created the
National Energy Council (CNE) to lead, guide and
regulate policy and strategy in the energy sector in six

154
155

IRENA Country Profile
http://www.osn.gob.sv

EL SALVADOR
areas: fuels, energy access, electricity markets,
energy efficiency, renewable energy, planning and
monitoring.

Efficiency Committees in public institutions, which
are responsible for identifying, implementing and
monitoring energy efficiency initiatives. 161

CNE counts with a Directorate of Renewable
Energy156, responsible for policies and strategies on
the sustainable use of renewable resources.157

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS

For the electricity sector, the Electrical Energy
Directorate (DEE), within the Ministry of Economy, is
responsible for drafting policies, programs, projects
and actions related to the generation, transmission
and distribution of electricity (2001). 158

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Within CNE, there is a Directorate of Energy
Efficiency, responsible for the development of
policies and strategies for Energy Efficiency, sectorial
programs and reviewing the energy efficiency legal
framework.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The
Superintendent
of
Electricity
and
Telecommunications (SIGET) is the regulator of both
sectors.159

El Salvador has a number of mechanisms in place
supporting energy efforts. These include:
-

The Productive Development Fund FONDEPRO
Government Fund finances energy efficiency
initiatives under the “Cleaner Production”
facility. 162
A special credit line is offered by the
Development Bank of El Salvador BANDESAL
within its “Renewable Company” program.163
The manual “Energy Efficiency Project Funding
Special Mechanism” funded by the InterAmerican Development Bank gives instructions
on how to access US$ 10,000 and 35,000 credit
lines to develop energy efficiency projects in
SMEs164.

-

-

Rural electrification projects are executed mainly
through the Social Investment Fund for Local
Development (FISDL) 165, in operation since 1990.166

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
El Salvador Saves Energy is a multi-stakeholder
program coordinated by CNE to promote,
consolidate and strengthen the efficient use of
energy.160

Population (In million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

6.3

91.7

Source: World Bank Data, 2012

There is a Program for Energy Efficiency in the
Residential and Public Sectors within CNE-EE
Directorate, which has implemented Energy

156

162

157

163

http://www.cne.gob.sv
GIZ energy efficiency Report
158 http://servicios.minec.gob.sv/default.asp?id=66&mnu=66
159 http://www.siget.gob.sv
160http://www.elsalvadorahorraenergia.com.sv/index.php/progra
ma
161http://www.cne.gob.sv/index.php?option=com_content&view=
article&id=152&Itemid=199

http://www.fondepro.gob.sv
https://www.bandesal.gob.sv/portal/page/portal/INICIO/SERVI
CIOS/GUIA/GARANTIAS/BMI_RECONVERSION_INDUSTRIAL
164 GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
165 http://www.fisdl.gob.sv/
166 www.reegle.info

EL SALVADOR

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Decree n.462 creates the following provisions for
renewable energy for electricity generation (hydro,
wind, solar, geothermal and biomass):
-

-

-

Import tax exemption for machinery, equipment
etc. during first 10 years of works, with a limit of
20 MW installations.
Income tax exemption for 5 or 10 years,
depending on plant size (10-20 MW or <10 MW,
respectively).
Total tax exemption on revenue from the sale of
certificates related to Clean Development
Mechanisms (CDM) or other carbon emission
markets.

GRENADA

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION167
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Wind

GW
0.050
0.001

%
98.04%
1.96%

Summary
Non Renewables
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.050
0.001

%
98.04%
1.96%

Total Installed Capacity

0.051

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Grenada’s key policy instruments to support the
development of renewable energy and energy
efficiency include168:
-

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels

TWh/year
0.196

%
100.00%

Summary
Non Renewables

TWh/year
0.196

%
100.00%

0.196

100.0%

Total Electricity Generation

2003: Sustainable Energy Plan
2009: Energy Policy Draft
2011: National Energy Policy which sets goals
and policies, including a share of 20% renewable
energy for electricity generation and transport
by 2020.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Finance, Planning, Economic
Development, Trade, Energy & Cooperatives is
responsible for energy policy. The Department of
Energy and Sustainable Development within this
ministry is responsible for renewable and nonrenewable energy and energy efficiency.169
Since 1960, Grenada Electricity Services GRENLEC
Ltd. is the sole provider of electricity in the threeisland country. The company is mostly privately
owned; the Government and the National Insurance
Scheme own 21%.170

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

167

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

168

IRENA Country Profile Grenada
http://www.gov.gd/ministries/finance.html
170 http://www.grenlec.com/
169

GRENADA

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Department of Energy and Sustainable
Development is responsible for energy efficiency.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
There is no dedicated regulator of the electricity
sector171. However, the 2011 National Energy Policy
refers to the possibility of Grenada joining the
Eastern Caribbean Energy Regulatory Authority
ECERA—a World Bank sponsored project.172

In 2009, GRENLEC drafted the Grenada Geothermal
Development Strategy. If proven feasible, the
strategy will install a 20 MW Geothermal Power
Plant.174

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Most of the financial resources come from
international entities, cooperation and multilateral
institutions.175

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Grenada participates in the Energy for Sustainable
Development in the Caribbean project (ESDCaribes), a broad initiative focusing on policy and
pilots intended to reduce energy intensity from
electricity use.
Grenada participates in the Energy Efficiency
Program for Latin America and the Caribbean
(PALCEE) which targets institutional strengthening
in energy efficiency.173
The country is a beneficiary of the Building LowCarbon Communities in the Caribbean project
(LCCC) proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy.
Past regional programs include:
-

The Caribbean Sustainable Energy Program
(CSEP) implemented by the OAS (ended 2013)
The Caribbean Renewable Energy Programme
(CREDP), by UNDP and GEF, technically
supported by OAS and implemented by
CARICOM. The program sought the promotion
and adoption of renewable energy technologies
by removing and overcoming commercial
barriers in order to reduce the costs of these
emerging technologies.

Population (2012)

105,500

99.5

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; IRENA Country Profile Grenada

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
In 2007, GRENLEC formulated its interconnection
program, and until 2013, 55 customers had signed up.
The system worked under net metering/net billing
modes, and in the coming Phase 2, the model will be
net billing.176
According to Ren21, tax incentives exist and the NEP2011 presents plans to develop fiscal incentives to
promote renewable energy and energy efficiency.
.

171

175

172

176

www.reegle.info
NEP, 2011
173 GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
174
The NEP, 2011

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
http://www.grenlec.com/index.php/customerservice/renewable-energy.html

GUATEMALA

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION177

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste

GW
1.570
0.891
0.052
0.300

%
55.81%
31.67%
1.85%
10.66%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
1.570
0.891
0.352

%
55.81%
31.67%
12.51%

Total Installed Capacity

2.813

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Since 2003 the Guatemalan Government has made
concrete steps towards formulating and enforcing
renewable energy policies and regulations.
In 2003 the Renewable Project Incentives Act was
enacted and in 2008 the National Energy Policy 2008
- 2020 was developed with an emphasis on renewable
energy and energy efficiency. Guatemala has set
that, by 2020, 60% of electricity generation should be
from renewables.178

Electricity generation by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

TWh/year
2.534
3.213
0.271
2.343

%
30.31%
38.43%
3.24%
28.02%

TWh/year
2.534
3.213
2.614

%
30.31%
38.43%
31.26%

8.361

100.0%

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) is the main
government body driving energy policy in the
country. Within the MEM, the Vice-ministry for Mines
and Hydrocarbons is responsible for non-renewable
energy and the Energy Department is in charge of
electricity, renewable energy, nuclear energy policy
and rural electrification.179
The Department for Sustainable Development within
the MEM is responsible for coordinating other actors’

177

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

178

Source: IRENA Country Profile,
http://www.irena.org/REmaps/CountryProfiles/Latin%20America/
Guatemala.pdf
179 Source: http://www.mem.gob.gt/viceministerio-del-areaenergetica/

GUATEMALA
initiatives and working towards achieving social and
environmental goals.
The National Electrification Institute (INDE) was
created in 1959 to enhance and consolidate electricity
supply in the country and lead rural electrification. It
owns generation and transmission assets.180

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The National Electricity Commission (CNEE) has a
subdivision for energy efficiency which has drafted an
Energy Efficiency Law based on four pillars:
-

Creation of the National energy efficiency
Council;
Creation of an integral energy efficiency plan
Creation of the energy efficiency Fund
Creation of a mechanism for the promotion of
energy efficiency.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Some local stakeholders have created financing
mechanisms. For instance, the National Coffee
Association (ANACAFE) seeks and provides loans for
renewable energy and energy efficiency solutions in
the coffee sector.183
Other
regional
mechanisms
international stakeholders are:
-

-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
-

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Guatemala participates in regional Programs, such
as: US EPA Landfill Methane Outreach Program,
Guatemala USAID Climate Activities, GuatemalaIAEA Energy Planning, Forest Carbon Partnership
Facility, Guatemala-IAEA Energy Planning, OLADECentral America Climate Change Vulnerability
Program, Guatemala USAID Climate Activities and
USAID Central America and Mexico Regional Climate
Program (E-CAM).182

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY

180

184

181

185Source:

http://www.inde.gob.gt/
Source: http://www.cnee.gob.gt
182 Source: www.reegle.com
183
Source: www.anacafe.org

by

Green micro and small enterprises (MiPyMes
Verdes) is a BCIE/KfW/EU established initiative to
provide reimbursable and non - reimbursable
resources for the development of renewable
energy and energy efficiency projects (such as
energy audits) from micro and small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs);184
CAREC Central American Renewable Energy and
Cleaner Production Facility;
GreenPyme, working with small and medium
enterprises
(SMEs)
(IDB/Inter-American
Investment Corporation);
NRECA Intl. Guatemala provides funding for
rural energy projects;
IDB’s technical cooperation to develop the
Comprehensive ENERGY EFFICIENCY Plan;
The Alliance for Energy and Environment (AEA),
an initiative operating since 2002, is seeking to
promote the sustainable development.185

-

Since 1996, the main regulatory body in the
electricity sector in Guatemala is the National
Electricity Commission (CNEE).181

provided

Population (In
million, 2012)

15,08

Access to energy (% of
Total Population, 2014)

89,58

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; MEM, 2014

Source: http://mipymesverdes.org
GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013;
http://www.sica.int/energia/aea/aea_breve.aspx

GUATEMALA

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
According to Ren21, the following mechanisms are
in place:
-

186

Investment or other tax credits
Sales tax, energy tax, excise tax or VAT
reductions.186

Source: Ren21,
http://www.map.ren21.net/PDF/ProfilePDF.ashx?idcountry=57

GUYANA
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION187
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Wind

GW
0.349
0.001
0.014

%
95.88%
0.27%
3.85%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.349
0.001
0.014

%
95.88%
0.27%
3.85%

Total Installed Capacity

0.364

100.0%

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

Guyana key renewable energy laws and regulations
include188:
-

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
%
Fossil Fuels
0.725
100.00%
Summary
Non Renewables
Total Electricity Generation

TWh/year
%
0.725
100.00%
0.725

1994: National Energy Policy, one of the first in
the region, seeks to drive the country towards a
reliable energy supply, reducing dependence on
imported fuels, foster use of national resources
and guarantee environmentally sustainable use
of energy.
1998: Incentives Law 85-98 and 267-98.
2001-2010: National Development Strategy
further developed policies and strategies for the
energy sector.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

100.0%
The Office of the Prime Minister 189 (OPM) is
responsible for the energy sector and also for issuing
licenses to companies in the electricity sector.190 The
OPM is assisted by the Guyana Energy Agency 191
(GEA) also in reagards to renewable energy.

187

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

188

GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
http://gina.gov.gy
190 GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
191
http://www.gea.gov.gy
189

GUYANA
The Guyana Power & Light Inc. (GPL) is the sole
supplier of electricity in Guyana.192

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The OPM with support of the GEA’s Energy
Conservation and Efficiency Unit is the main agency
responsible for energy efficiency.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Public Utilities Commission 193 (PUC) regulates
and enforces standards and targets set by OPM, and
determines and approves tariffs charged by public
utilities.194

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
It is within GEA’s mandate to raise awareness in
renewable energy and energy efficiency, and develop
pilot projects195:
-

-

In 2009, the GEA launched a campaign to
promote energy efficiency, producing brochures
that can be found on their website with energy
efficiency tips for lighting, transportation, and
residences (air conditioning and appliances) 196
Organization of the “Energy Week”
Since 2012, carries out 20 energy audits per year.
Develops surveys to determine energy use
patterns.
Lighting projects (LED lights, public lighting
sensor replacement, development of legislation
to enhance use of efficient lighting fixtures etc.)

The Low Carbon Development Strategy (LCDS),
launched in 2009, outlines Guyana’s vision of
promoting economic development, while at the same
time combating climate change. The LCDS includes

the promotion of a 165 MW hydro project in the
Amalia Falls.197
In regards to rural electrification, in 2004 the
Government launched the nation-wide Unserved
Areas Electrification Program, UAEP (2004-2010)
with IDB funding, which considers the use of
renewable energy systems for very remote users. 198
Guyana also participated in the Caribbean
Renewable Energy Development Program,
financed by UNDP and GEF, technically supported by
OAS and implemented by CARICOM. The program
sought the promotion and adoption of renewable
energy technologies by removing and overcoming
commercial barriers to reduce the costs of these
emerging technologies.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The GEA counts with budget focusing on initiatives
oriented towards capacity building and awareness
campaigns.
Guyana has also been beneficiary of funding from
multilateral and cooperation institutions such as IDB,
UNDP, GIZ, and Austrian Cooperation.199

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

795,400

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

82

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; CAF Aspectos Sociales de la
Energía, 2013

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
In 2012, existing decrees on duty tax and VAT
exemptions were modified to consider machines and

192 http://www.gplinc.net

196

193

197

http://www.puc.org.gy
194 www.reegle.info
195
GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013

http://www.gea.gov.gy/energy-conservation-and-efficiency
GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
198 GIZ energy efficiency Report, 2013
199
GIZ energy efficiency Report, 2013

GUYANA
equipment to generate and use energy from
renewable sources such as PV modules, solar lamps,
SWH, solar DC refrigerators, wind turbines, CFL and
LED etc.200

200

GIZ energy efficiency Report, 2013

HAITI
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION201
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity

GW
0.207
0.061

%
77.24%
22.76%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)

GW
0.207
0.061

%
77.24%
22.76%

Total Installed Capacity

0.268

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
The Haitian Government has not initiated nor
instituted concrete laws that regulate the energy
sector. However they aim to increase the use of
renewable energy. Some attempts are the 2008 Draft
Energy Policy202 and the 2012 Draft Energy Policy.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
0.533
Hydroelectricity
0.119

%
81.75%
18.25%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)

TWh/year
0.533
0.119

%
81.75%
18.25%

Total Electricity Generation

0.652

100.0%

There are three government bodies responsible for
renewable and non-renewable energy on national
level. These are the Ministry of Public Works,
Transportation and Communication,203 the Office of
Mines and Energy Resources and the Office of the
Minister Delegate for Energy Security (BMSE) within
Prime Minister’s Cabinet.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
No dedicated energy efficiency agency is known,
although BMSE has implemented projects to

201

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

202

Source: IRENA Country Profile.

HAITI
improve energy efficiency in cook stoves, solar public
lighting, etc.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
5. ENERGY REGULATOR
No dedicated regulator is known. The tariffs of the
utility EDH are determined in cooperation with the
Prime Minister’s office.204

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Several national programmes aiming to improve the
living environment in Haiti have been initiated. These
include:
-

-

-

-

Public Lighting with solar streetlights aims to
install over 4,800 solar streetlights across the
country.
Improved Cooking Technology Program (ICTP)
aimed at developing efficient cooking stoves
with support from USAID.
Rebuilding Energy Infrastructure and Access is a
World Bank funded project to expand the
national grid.
Private and mixed initiatives in rural microgrids,
such as in the town of Les Anglais (Earthspark
International) and Haiti Rural Electric
Cooperative (IDB-NRECA-UNEP) in three towns
in the South.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
-

-

204

In 2008, the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB) provided a US$12,5 million grant for the
rehabilitation of Peligre Dam.
The Haiti Reconstruction Fund, together with
IDB provides US$3 million in technical
assistance to increase energy sustainability and
promote access to electricity through renewable
energy and energy efficiency measures.

Source: http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatoryoverviews/HT

Total Population
(In million, 2012)

10,17
Source: World Bank Data, 2012

Access to Energy (% of
Total population, 2012)

20

HONDURAS
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION205
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
1.089
0.531
0.093
0.102

%
60.00%
29.26%
5.12%
5.62%

GW
1.089
0.531
0.195

%
60.00%
29.26%
10.74%

Total Installed Capacity

1.815

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Honduras has a number of key laws and regulations in
place for renewable energy. These include206:
-

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
3.785
Hydroelectricity
2.787
Biomass and Waste
0.141
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Summary
TWh/year
Non Renewables
3.785
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
2.787
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
0.141

%
56.38%
41.52%
2.10%

Total Electricity Generation

100.0%

205

6.713

%
56.38%
41.52%
2.10%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

-

1998: Incentives Law 85-98 and 267-98
2001: Decree 9-2001 on Wind Energy
2005: Sustainable Energy Plan
2007: Law for the Production and Consumption
of Biofuels
2007: Decree 70-2007: modification to Incentives
to Law of incentives for RENEWABLE ENERGY
generation
2010: Vision of the Country 2010-2038 and
National Plan 2010-2022
2013: Decree 138-2013: modifications to Law of
incentives for RENEWABLE ENERGY generation

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Secretariat of Energy, Natural Resources,
Environment and Mines (SERNA) is the main
agency responsible for renewable and nonrenewable energy policy. Within SERNA, the
Directorate for Energy (DGE) is in charge of
energy.207

206
207

IRENA Country Profile Honduras
http://www.serna.gob.hn/

HONDURAS
The National Electricity Company (ENEE) was
created in 1957 and is the main owner of hydro
generation,
transmission
and
distribution
infrastructure.208

-

-

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

-

Since 2007, energy efficiency has been under the
responsibility of the Inter-institutional Group for the
Rational Use of Energy (GIURE, Sp: Grupo
Interinstitucional para el Uso Racional de la Energía).209

-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The electricity sector is regulated by the National
Energy Commission 210 , established in 1998, whose
responsibilities are211:
-

-

Price regulation
Approval of quality, reliability and security
guidelines to be included in the system
expansion plans
Supervising compliance with legal and
regulatory guidelines
Submitting energy sale and purchase
contracts to be signed by the state owned
firm ENEE to the Environment and Natural
Resources Secretariat for approval.

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Some past energy programs in Honduras include212:
-

Autonomous Generation and Rational Use of
Electrical
Energy
Project
(GAUREE)
implemented by ENEE aimed at promoting the
rational use of energy and in a second phase,
focusing on demand management to improve
the load curve.

-

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
There are a number of mechanisms in Honduras
supporting renewable energy and energy efficiency
efforts. These include:
-

-

-

-

208

213

209

214

http://www.enee.hn/
EEA Forum, 2010
210 http://www.cne.gob.hn
211 www.reegle.info
212
EEA Forum, 2010; GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013

AUERE training campaign in the national
education system, “Learning about the
Rational Use of Electrical Energy”.
Replacement of 6 million incandescent light
bulbs with CFL lamps among ENEE Residential
customers.
Project for Energy Efficiency in the Industrial
and Commercial Sectors (PESIC), funded by
GEF and Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA).
MiPyMes Verdes 213 (Green micro and small
enterprises) is a BCIE/KfW/EU established
initiative to provide reimbursable and nonreimbursable resources to develop renewable
and energy efficiency projects (such as energy
audits) in micro and SME
Power Sector Efficiency Enhancement Project
(PROMEF) of the World Bank to strengthen the
distribution network, reduce losses and increase
ENEE’s cost recovery.

The Central American Bank for Economic
Integration’s (BCIE) facility to finance renewable
energy and energy efficiency projects in
Honduras214
The Honduras Micro-financing Network 215
facilitates credits to members of the network to
support energy efficiency initiatives.
Atlantida Bank 216 is developing a green credit
line together with the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB), which will finance
renewable and energy efficiency projects.
Funds from multilateral institutions such as IDB,
Global Environment Facility, and World Bank.

http://mipymesverdes.org
http://www.bcie.org/?lang=en
215 www.redmicroh.org
216 http://www.bancatlan.hn/

HONDURAS

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (in million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

7.9

83.3

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; 2011

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The most recent modification to Law 138 on
Renewable Energy Law of 2013 establishes:
-

-

Exemption of sales tax for equipment, parts
etc. related to electricity generation with
renewable energy
Exemption of import tax and duties of
equipment, parts etc.
Establishes the price to be paid by ENEE to
IPP and, in the case of PV systems, provides
an additional 0.03 US$/kWh on top of all the
above benefits, until 300 MW are reached
within the first two years after the Decree’s
approval.

JAMAICA
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION217
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.846
0.023
0.006
0.048

%
91.66%
2.49%
0.65%
5.20%

GW
0.846
0.023
0.054

%
91.66%
2.49%
5.85%

Total Installed Capacity

0.923

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Jamaica has a number of key laws and regulations in
place for renewable energy. These include218:
-

217

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
4.437
Hydroelectricity
0.100
Biomass and Waste
0.064
Wind
0.144

%
93.51%
2.11%
1.35%
3.03%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

TWh/year
4.437
0.100
0.208

%
93.51%
2.11%
4.38%

Total Electricity Generation

4.745

100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

-

1994: Energy Efficient Building Code (EEBC)
made professional code.
2005: National Energy Policy Green Paper for
2006-2020
2009: National Energy Policy for 2009-2030
2010: Draft National Renewable Energy Policy
2010: Draft National Biofuels Policy
2010: Draft National Waste-to-Energy Policy
2010: National Energy Conservation and
Efficiency Policy
Targets:
o 20% of primary energy from renewables
by 2030
o 15% of electricity generation from
renewables by 2020

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and
Mining (MSTEM) 219 is the leading actor of energy
policy for renewable energy, energy efficiency and
non-renewable energy.

218
219

IRENA Country Profile Jamaica
http://mstem.gov.jm/

JAMAICA
Under the MSTEM, the Petroleum Corporation of
Jamaica (PCJ)220 is the government entity mandated
to manage the country's energy needs in a manner
that supports the overall strategy for national
development, including oil and gas exploration and
supporting the development of renewable energy
and facilitating energy efficiency in the public sector.
The Centre of Excellence for Renewable Energy
(2006) and the Energy Efficiency Unit (created within
PCJ in 2003 to manage the national energy efficiency
program) were merged into the Centre of Excellence
for Sustainable Energy Developments (CESED),
with a focus in three areas: promoting energy
efficiency, increasing the use of renewable energy
resources and facilitating the production of bio
fuels.221
The Jamaica Public Service Company (JPS) is the
sole distributor of electricity. Marubeni Corporation
and Korea East-West Power Company Ltd. each hold
40% of JPS’s shares. The Government of Jamaica
retains 19.9%, while the remaining is held by private
shareholders.222

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
The World Bank Energy Security and Enhancement
Project has two major components: to strengthen
the regulatory and institutional framework to
improve sector performance and to develop the
country’s energy efficiency and renewable energy
potential.224
The EEU within the PCJ developed energy efficiency
programs focused on residential, SME, industrialcommercial and public institutions.
In addition, Energy Conservation Incentive
Programme for Schools, a PCJ social responsibility
program, raised awareness of renewable energy and
energy efficiency issues among students.

The MSTEM, through its CESED Division, is the
agency responsible for energy efficiency.

The Caribbean Hotel Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy Action-Advanced Program
promotes energy efficiency in small and medium-size
hotels. 225 In addition, Jamaica participated in the
Caribbean Renewable Energy Development
Programme, financed by UNDP and GEF, technically
supported by OAS and implemented by CARICOM.
The program sought the promotion and adoption of
renewable energy technologies by removing and
overcoming commercial barriers in order to reduce
the costs of these emerging technologies.

The Jamaica Bureau of Sandards is an important
actor especially in equipment labeling and in the
development of an energy efficient building code.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Office of Utilities Regulation (OUR) regulates
the electricity sector, Independent Power Producers,
the “net-billing” mechanism,223 and the JPS, through
the Amended and Restated All-Island Electric Licence
(2011).

There are a number of mechanisms in Jamaica
supporting renewable energy and energy efficiency
efforts. These include:
-

-

220

http://www.pcj.com
http://www.mstem.gov.jm
222 http://www.myjpsco.com/about-us/our-shareholders/
223
http://www.our.org.jm/ourweb/
221

224

Solar technologies financing through the
National Housing Trust (NHT), the Solar Water
Heater Loan in 2006 and the Solar Panel Loan
in 2008.226
a non-reimbursable technical cooperation with
the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) to

http://www.worldbank.org/projects/P112780/jamaica-energysecurity-efficiency-enhancement-project?lang=en
225 GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
226
http://www.mstem.gov.jm/?q=node/64

JAMAICA
assist the Government of Jamaica (GOJ) in
developing energy efficiency projects, in June
2009.
The GREENPYME Program was launched by the
Inter-American Investment Corporation (IIC)
focusing on energy efficiency and renewable
energy projects in small and medium enterprises
(SME), in 2009.227
The Energy Efficiency Program for Latin America
and the Caribbean (PALCEE) supported the
creation of an entity that coordinates energy
efficiency efforts in different sectors of the
economy, communicates and promotes energy
efficiency and provides private sector incentives
in energy efficiency. 228
UNDP has provided assistance in promoting
energy efficiency through “Sustainable Energy
For All”, training and contributing to the
elimination of import duties to energy efficiency
and renewable energy such as CFL, some air
conditioning equipment, solar water heating,
photovoltaic equipment etc. 229

-

-

-

costs and a 15% additional premium for renewable
energy.231
UNDP’s contribution has eliminated import duties for
some energy efficiency and renewable energy
equipment.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (in million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

2.7

92.8

Source: World Bank Data, 2012

The Rural Electrification Programme (REP) was
incorporated in 1975 with specific mandate to expand
the reach of electricity supply to rural areas.230

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Net-billing is in place since 2012, regulated by OUR
and for JPS customers of up to 100 kW renewable
energy installations (wind, solar, hydro, biomass).
Excess energy generated is fed into the grid and is
paid by JPS per kWh fed, on the basis of the avoided

227

230

228

231

http://greenpyme.iic.org/technical-assistance-smes
GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013
229
GIZ energy efficiency report, 2013

http://www.rep.gov.jm
http://www.myjpsco.com/business/net-billing/

MEXICO

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION232
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar

GW
46.573
1.300
11.646
0.887
0.496
0.569
0.041

%
75.71%
2.11%
18.93%
1.44%
0.81%
0.93%
0.07%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW
47.873
11.646
1.993
61.512

%
77.83%
18.93%
3.24%
100.0%

Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity
Generation

35.903
8.848

12.89%
3.18%

278.521

100.0%

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Mexico has put into practice the following policies
and regulations:
National Development Plan 2013 – 2018

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar
Summary
Non Renewables

232

TWh/year

%

224.457
9.313
35.903
6.507
0.917
1.383
0.041

80.59%
3.34%
12.89%
2.34%
0.33%
0.50%
0.01%

TWh/year
233.770

%
83.93%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011- If either installed

The National Development Plan 2013 – 2018, Target
IV promotes the efficient use of energy and the use of
renewable sources, by adopting new technologies
and implementing best practices.
National strategy for energy transition and
sustainable use of energy
The National strategy for energy transition and
sustainable use of energy 2013 (Sp: Estrategia
nacional para la transición energética y el
aprovechamiento sustentable de la energía 2013,
ENTEASE) is driving the country's energy policy, with
the primary objective of ensuring energy security,
economic development and sustainable energy

capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

MEXICO
production that Mexican society requires today and
into the future.233

The Environment and
Secretariat (SEMARNAT)

The National Energy Strategy 2013-2017” (Sp:
Estrategia nacional de energía 2013-2017) establishes
measures to accelerate the transition to non-fossil
energy sources, particularly renewables, increasing
the energy security.234

SEMARNAT is responsible for environmental policy
and the preservation of renewable and nonrenewable resources237.

Renewable Energy Development and Financing for
Energy Transition Law
The Renewable Energy Development and Financing
for Energy Transition Law (Sp: Ley para el
aprovechamiento de energías renovables y el
financiamiento de la transición energética) published
year 2008 and reformed in year 2013. It aims to
regulate the use of renewable energy and clean
technologies to generate electricity for different uses
besides the provision of the public electricity service,
as well as the national strategy and tool to finance
energy transition.235
Law on the Promotion and Development of
Bioenergy
The Law on the Promotion and Development of
Bioenergy (2007) (Sp: Ley de Promoción y Desarrollo
de los Bioenergéticos) focuses on the promotion and
development of bioenergy in order to stimulate
energy diversification and sustainable development.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
There are two main government agencies in charge
of developing renewable energy resources:
The Energy Secretariat (SENER)
SENER is in charge of defining the energy policy of
the country within the framework defined by the
Constitution.236

Natural

Resources

In addition, The National Secretariat for Social
Development (Sp: Secretaría de Desarrollo Social,
SEDESOL), incorporates the promotion and use of
renewable energy in some of their projects.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
National Commission for the Efficient Use of
Energy (CONUEE)
The National Commission for the Efficient Use of
Energy (CONUEE) offers support to Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs) by providing them with
tools, guidelines and assistance for energy efficiency
measures.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Energy Regulatory Commission
Since 1995, the Energy Regulatory Commission (CRE)
is the main regulatory agency in charge of the
electricity and gas sector in Mexico. However, CRE's
attributions are limited since The Federal Electricity
Commission (CFE) and Central Light and Power (LFC)
are outside of its scope.

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
In Mexico, there are two national programmes in
place:
Energy Sector Program 2013-2018

233

235Source:http://www.cfe.gob.mx/ConoceCFE/1_AcercadeCFE/Mar

234

coLegalyNormativo/Paginas/Leyes.aspx
236 Source: http://www.energia.gob.mx/
237
Source: http://www.semarnat.gob.mx/

Source: http://sener.gob.mx/res/ENTEASE%202013_FINAL.pdf
Source:http://sener.gob.mx/res/PE_y_DT/pub/2013/ENE_20132027.pdf

MEXICO
The Energy Sector Program 2013-2018 (Sp: Programa
sectorial de Energía) aims at guiding actions to
remove barriers that limit the supply of energy. It also
aims to promote the construction and modernization
of the infrastructure sector and organizational
modernization of both the structure and regulation of
energy activities.
The Programme includes the creation of a National
Renewable Energy Inventory.
Special Programme for the Development of
Renewable Energy
The Special Programme for the Development of
Renewable Energy (Sp: Programa Especial para el
Aprovechamiento de las Energías Renovables, PEAER)
started in June 2013 with a work group within the
Advisory Council for Renewable Energy (Sp: Consejo
Consultivo para las Energías Renovables, CCER) in
SENER.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Several schemes and mechanisms for financing
energy efforts are in place:
-

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY

Population (In
million, 2012)

Access to electricity (% of
total population, 2012)

120.8

97.9

Source: World Bank
Data, 2013; CFE 2012

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
In Mexico there are several fiscal, economic and tariff
incentives in place.
In 2009, net metering for Solar PV was introduced
and since 2011 net metering exists for other
technologies too.
Since 2010, there is a 2 % ethanol mandate for
transport using biofuels technology in Mexico City,
Monterrey and Guadalajara 240 . Since 2011, the
renewable heating/cooling mandates in the
heating/cooling sector (non-technology specific) are
instituted.

Trust for Electricity Savings (Sp: Fideicomiso
para el Ahorro de Energía Eléctrica, FIDE) 238
Public competitive bidding (in practice since.
2011)

In the period from 2006 to 2012 the cumulative total
investments in clean energy (including private
investments) accounted for USD 8 billion. Only in
2012 there was a USD 2,922 million of total clean
energy investments, with USD 722 million coming
from local players.239

238

Source: http://www.fide.org.mx/
The Multilateral Investment Fund & Bloomberg New Energy
Finance (2013).Climate scope 2013
239

240

International Energy Agency (IEA). Technology roadmap Biofuels for transport, 2011

NICARAGUA
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION241
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste
Wind

GW
0.852
0.105
0.088
0.120
0.063

%
69.38%
8.55%
7.17%
9.77%
5.13%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW
0.852
0.105
0.271
1.228

%
69.38%
8.55%
22.07%
100.0%

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Installed Capacity by source (2011)
Nicaragua has a number of key laws and regulations
in place for renewable energy. These include242:
-

-

-

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
%
Fossil Fuels
2.373
67.38%
Hydroelectricity
0.440
12.49%
Geothermal
0.302
8.57%
Biomass and Waste
0.220
6.25%
Wind
0.187
5.31%
Summary
TWh/year
%
Non Renewables
2.373
67.38%
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
0.440
12.49%
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
0.709
20.13%
Total Electricity Generation
3.522
100.0%

241

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011- If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
242
GIZ energy efficiency Report, 2013

Law No. 443 on Geothermal Exploration and
Exploitation. The Nicaraguan Energy Institute
(INE) issues requests for bids once the areas are
approved.243
Law No. 272 on the Electricity Industry created
policy guidelines to promote energy savings and
efficient use (Article 2, Section 5).244
Decree 1304-2004 on the Establishment of a
National Energy Policy.245

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM, Sp:
Ministerio de Energía y Minas), created in January
2007, replaced the former National Energy
Commission (CNE) which was in charge of
formulating the policy and planning of the energy
sector, including rural electrification. The MEM is in
charge of creating the development strategies for the
national electricity sector.246

243

http://www.reegle.info
EEA Forum-Final Report
245 EEA Forum, Final Report
246 http://www.mem.gob.ni
244

NICARAGUA
The Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources (MARENA) is the institution in charge of
the conservation, protection and sustainable use of
the natural resources and the environment. 247

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Department of Energy Efficiency of the MEM
promotes energy audits and demonstration projects
in the industrial and commercial sectors, advises the
sector comprised of government facilities, hospitals
and schools on reducing electricity consumption
through improvements in lighting and air
conditioning, and sets electricity tariffs that are
adequate for working operations, defining
regulations that encourage the introduction of
energy-efficient electrical equipment in the country.
The Department of Energy Efficiency also promotes
training, guidance and information campaigns and
encourages labeling for electrical appliances. It is the
executing
agency
of
the
Inter-American
Development Bank’s Nicaragua Energy Efficiency
Program.248

-

-

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Nicaragua has a number of programs in place which
support the development of renewable energy and
energy efficiency efforts252:
-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Nicaraguan Energy Institute (INE) enforces
compliance with the rights of enterprises and
customers in the electricity and hydrocarbon
sectors.249

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Nicaragua has a number of programs supporting
renewable
energy
and
energy
efficiency
development. These include:
-

equipment consists of photovoltaic panels and,
in some cases, a back-up wind generators.250
National
Program
for
Sustainable
Electrification and Renewable Energy
(PNESER) aims to increase electricity coverage
from 65% to 85% in 4 years, thus benefiting 1.7
million inhabitants.
Rural Electrification Program in Isolated Areas
(PERZA) contemplates the use of solar and
micro-hydroelectric
plants
for
off-grid
electrification. The projects have been identified
in coordination with the National Development
Plan established by the Government of
Nicaragua. The project promotes the
participation of the private sector.251

-

-

Preparation of 30 energy audits in the industrial,
commercial and service sectors
Efficient lighting for government, hospitals,
schools, and streets.
Support for the implementation of pilot projects.
20 Energy Audits
Feasibility of a trust fund for the procurement of
energy-efficient equipment and systems
Updating of prior studies on the Description of
the Demand Curve and end-use of energy in the
City of Managua
Preparation of loan proposals for project
financing
Expansion and optimization of the current
Program of Education on Energy Efficiency in
the Residential Sector

EURO-SOLAR from the European Commission’s
Europe Aid Cooperation Office provided for 600
electricity generation kits using 100% renewable
energy sources in 42 rural villages. The

247http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/ni

250http://www.reegle.info/countries/nicaragua-energy-

248

profile/NI#sources
251 EEA Forum-Final Report
252
EEA Forum-Final Report

EEA Forum-Final Report
249 http://www.ine.gob.ni/misionIne.html

NICARAGUA

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (in million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

5.99

77.7

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; World Bank Data, 2011

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The incentives for renewable energy in Nicaragua
include253:
-

-

253

Decree 13-2004, Art. 5, VII. on energy efficiency,
section 3: Promote incentives that foster the
importation of energy-efficient electrical
equipment.
Draft Law for the Promotion of Energy
Efficiency considered tax incentives such as a
reduction in the Value Added Tax and access to
project financing.

EEA Forum-Final Report

PANAMA

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION 254

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
1.040
1.351

%
43.50%
56.50%

GW
1.040
1.351
0.000

%
43.50%
56.50%
0.00%

Total Installed Capacity

2.391

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
The 1997 Law No. 6, modified in 1998 by Legal Decree
No.10, establishes the institutional and regulatory
framework of the electricity utility sector. This law
establishes that the power transmission company is
required to give a 5% preference in the evaluated
price to new and renewable energy sources in each
power and energy purchase tender. Distribution
companies are required to give the same preference
when performing direct purchases.255

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

254

The 2004 Law No. 45 establishes tax incentives and
exemptions for renewable energy equipment.256
TWh/year
3.512
4.057
0.073

%
45.96%
53.09%
0.96%

The 2011 Biofuels Law No. 42 establishes national
policy guidelines for biofuels and electricity from
biomass.257

TWh/year
3.512

%
45.96%

The 2011 Wind Energy Law establishes incentives for
the construction of wind farms for public electricity
services.

4.057
0.073
7.642

53.09%
0.96%
100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
255 Source: http://www.etesa.com.pa/documentos/leyno6.pdf

The 2013 Solar Energy Promotion Law N0. 37 creates
incentives to encourage the diversification of the
energy mix. The law applies to the construction,
operation and maintenance of solar power plants.258

256

Source:
http://www.etesa.com.pa/documentos/ley_45_2004.pdf
257 Source: http://www.energiarenovablepanama.com/wpcontent/uploads/2011/09/Ley-42_Biocombustibles.pdf
258 Source: http://www.energia.gob.pa/pdf_doc/SNERes16472013.pdf

PANAMA

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

706.30 MW from hydropower
473.50 MW from thermal power
120 MW from wind power.

In 2008, Panama established the National Secretariat
of Energy 259 to consolidate in one institution the
authority to make policy on energy issues, including
energy efficiency and management of programs. Its
predecessor was the Energy Policy Commission
(COPE), which was created at the time of the
restructuring of the electric sector in 1997.

The National Energy Plan also recognizes the
possibility of a positive contribution from efficient
energy use as an energy-planning alternative. It
proposes demand-side management to reduce
energy requirements without compromising needs or
neglecting environmental issues.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In 2008, Panama established the National
Secretariat of Energy. This entity has taken over the
functions of COPE in energy efficiency.

The Office of Rural Electrification produced a Rural
Electrification Project that includes the development
of pilot micro and/or small hydro, wind farms, solar or
other renewable energy systems aimed at preserving
the environment, improving the environmental
quality of energy supply, significantly reducing
energy costs by replacing projects diesel generation
systems.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The 2006 Legal Decree No. 10 reorganizes the public
utilities regulatory entity under the name of National
Public Utilities Authority.
The Government is responsible for policy-making and
regulation, acting through the various line ministries.
These are coordinated through the recently created
National Energy Secretariat (SNE), which also
coordinates the functions of the Energy Policy
Commission (COPE), the National Hydrocarbons and
Alternative Energies Department (DNHAE) of the
Ministry of Trade and Industry (MICI) and the
National Energy Saving Commission (CONAE).

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
In 2011, a total of 336.8 MW of wind power capacity
were contracted through public tender. Unión Eólica
Panameña S. A. was granted a temporary license to
build, operate and manage 4 wind farms: Nuevo
Chagres, Portobelo Ballestillas, Marañón and Rosa de
los Vientos. 260

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Total Population (In
million, 2012)

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
The National Energy Plan 2009–2023 released by the
National Energy Secretariat in 2009 advances a
generation plan that calls for the installation of an
additional 1299.80 MW by 2023 via the following
energy sources:

259

Law 52 of 2008
Sources: Global Status Report (GSR) 2010. Multilateral
Investment Fund (MIF), Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF).
Climatescope 2013
260

3.8
Source: World Bank Data

Access to Energy (% of
Total Population,
2011)

88.2

PANAMA

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The National Assembly of Panama recently approved
two renewable energy incentive laws. The incentive
laws include import-tax and other tax exemptions on
equipment, as well as a credit equal to 5% of the value
of civil works that are considered to be for public use.
In a different development, the government
announced the start of a process that will award 150
MW of wind energy contracts. Finally, all wind
developers are now able to take advantage of an
existing law, under which they are eligible for a 25%
repayment of their investment based on carbon
credits. Until now, this has been limited to projects
under 10MW and large hydropower schemes.
The law mandates an ethanol blend starting at 2% by
April 2013 and rising to 10% by April 2016. It also
prioritizes electricity sales to ETESA from biomass
energy—primarily from agricultural waste and
residues from ethanol feedstock—with a provision
that distributors are mandated to purchase all
biomass power supplied to the grid.
Feed-in tariff and net metering mechanisms are in
place, as well as several regulations mandating
ethanol blending in transport fuels. Tax incentives
are provided for new renewable energy projects.

PARAGUAY

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION261

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity

GW
0.006
8.810

%
0.07%
99.93%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Installed Capacity

GW
0.006
8.810
0.000
8.816

%
0.07%
99.93%
0.00%
100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity Generation

261

TWh/year

%

0.001
57.049

0.00%
100.00%

TWh/year
0.001

%
0.00%

57.049
0.000
57.050

100.00%
0.00%
100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

In Paraguay, Law 167/93 262 indicates that the Vice
ministry of Mines and Energy (under the Ministry of
Public Works and Communication) is responsible for
establishing and guiding energy policy, as well as for
the study of the technical, economic, financial and
legal aspects that promote energy use. Decree 2162
(1999) sets the bioethanol requirement at 7%. In 2005
Law 2748 for biofuels promotion set the objective of
diversifying the supply of renewable energy, curbing
dependence on imported fossil fuel, substituting
fossil fuel with renewable fuels, improving
environmental quality, developing the farming sector
(especially small producers), and exporting ethanol
and biodiesel. Furthermore, Decree 12240 reduces
the taxes on biofuels and allows duty exemptions for
flex fuel cars263.

262

http://www.ssme.gov.py/vmme/index.php?option=com_conte
nt&view=article&id=1225&Itemid=690
263 Irena Country Profile
http://www.irena.org/REmaps/CountryProfiles/Latin%20America/
paraguay.pdf

PARAGUAY

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Secretariat for the Environmental (SEAM)264 is
the institution in charge of environmental, focusing
on natural resources management and preservation.
In addition, the National Electricity Administration
(ANDE) has an office for undertaking alternative
generation studies. This office is tasked with
investigating and promoting the operation of
decentralized micro-generation systems from
hydraulic, wind, biogas and other resources, to focus
on renewable energy projects and cover the demand
of electric energy in isolated communities265.
The Directorate of Alternative Energy was
established in 2013 to encourage, develop and
manage renewable energy such as biomass, wind
power, solar power, and liquid biofuels.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The institution in charge of promoting the efficient
use of energy in Paraguay is the Vice Ministry of
Mines and Energy (VMME) 266 . The Vice Minister
coordinates a National Energy Efficiency Committee.
Overall, the Paraguay’s energy strategy aims to
develop an efficient electricity sector within the
existing institutional framework and to benefit from
abundant hydroelectric resources 267 268.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Electricity sector responsibilities are concentrated in
a single, vertically integrated public monopoly. In
practice, all the energy responsibilities are
concentrated in ANDE, the de facto electricity
regulator and provider. ANDE also establishes the

264

www.seam.gov.py
http://www.ande.gov.py/
266 http://www.ssme.gov.py
267http://www.ssme.gov.py/vmme/index.php?option=com_conten
t&view=article&id=1632
268 http://www.reegle.info/countries/paraguay-energyprofile/PY#energy_framework
265

tariff structure, which is then analyzed and approved
by the Economic Council of the Executive Power.

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Renewable energy actions are framed under
Objective N° 5 of the Institutional Strategic Plan
2012-2014. The objective is to strengthen
institutional management in renewable energy and
energy efficiency.269
In 2007, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
approved funding to develop a National Rural
Electrification Program (NREP), employing grid
extension, renewable energy, and natural gas
solutions to support the government in its effort to
increase access to electricity services in rural areas.
This effort is covering technical, economical,
financial, institutional, environmental, legal and
regulatory issues relevant to the process of
sustainably
increasing
electricity
coverage
nationwide.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
At the end of 2010, the World Bank approved a
US$100 million loan to implement the Paraguay
Energy Sector Strengthening Project, seeking to
increase the quantity and quality of the national
electricity supply by 2015 while improving the
performance
of
the
National
Electricity
Administration270.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Approximately 98.2%271 of a total population of
6.687 million272 have access to energy in Paraguay.

269

http://www.ssme.gov.py/vmme/pdf/Plan%20Estrategico%20In
stitucional%202010-2013.pdf
270http://www.ande.gov.py/documentobancomundial.php
271 World Bank Data, 2011
272 World Bank Data, 2012

PARAGUAY

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Since 2009 Paraguay has mandated a biofuel
requirement of 24% for bioethanol and a minimum
of 1% for biodiesel. Tax and duty reductions also
exist for biofuels and flex fuel cars as per the
aforementioned Decree 12240. In transport
specifically, there is a 50% target share of biofuel.

PERU
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION273
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste

GW
5.103
3.453
0.001

%
59.64%
40.35%
0.01%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
5.103
3.453
0.001

%
59.64%
40.35%
0.01%

Total Installed Capacity

8.557

100.00%

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

Peru has a number of key policies and regulations in
place which promote renewable energy. These
include:

273

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
15.901
Hydroelectricity
21.357
Biomass and Waste
0.732
Wind
0.001

%
41.85%
56.22%
1.93%
0.00%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

TWh/year
15.901
21.357
0.733

%
41.85%
56.22%
1.93%

Total Electricity Generation

37.991

100.0%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

-

2003: Biofuels Market Promotion, Law 28054
(Ley 28054 de Promoción del Mercado de
Biocombustibles). The goal of this legislation is to
promote investment in the production and sale
of biofuel, and to disseminate the
environmental, social, and economic advantages
of biofuel use that can be attained through the
protection of public health, the environment,
and the creation of new jobs.274

-

Peru’s National Energy Policy 2010-2040 (
Política Energética Nacional del Perú 2010-2040)
emphasizes on aspects of promotion and
protection of private investment, minimizing the
social and environmental impacts; respecting
and encouraging energy markets, as well as
promoting energy efficiency and development of
renewable energy at the local, regional and
national levels.275

-

2000: Promotion of the Efficient Use of Energy,
Law 27.345 (Ley 27.345 Promoción del Uso
Eficiente de la Energía, 2000)

274

http://www.reegle.info/countries/peru-energyprofile/PE#energy_framework
275http://www.ipen.gob.pe/site/publicaciones/pen_ds_064-2010EM.pdf

PERU
-

-

2008: Supreme Decree No. 034-2008-EM
(Decreto Supremo No. 034-2008-EM (2008))
Linear fluorescent lamps (40 W) (Model T12)
should be replaced with 36 W (Model T8) lamps,
and incandescent light bulbs should be replaced
with compact fluorescent lamps.276
1992: Electricity Concessions Law (LCE)

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Mines and Energy (MEM, Sp:
Ministerio de Energía y Minas) is in charge of energy
policy and planning, concession granting and
implementation of projects in rural electrification,
renewables and energy efficiency. 277

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The General Directorate of Electricity (DGE,
Dirección General de Electricidad) belonging to the
Vice Ministry of Energy, under the Ministry of Energy
and Mines of the Government of Peru, is the
institution responsible for promoting energy
efficiency activities in the country.278

percentages
companies.

participation

by

the

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Peru has a number of energy programs in place which
support the development of renewable energy and
energy efficiency. These include280:
-

-

-

Plan of Reference for the Efficient Use of
Energy (2009–2018, PREE, Plan Referencial para
el Uso Eficiente de la Energía 2009-2018). Its
target is to promote the implementation of
energy efficiency efforts in all sectors of
consumption through best practices and the use
of efficient technology.
In September 2008, DGE brought together the
25 regional governments at a coordination
workshop (Regional Governments: Plan of
Reference for the Efficient Use of Energy 2009–
2018) with the objective of endorsing the
approval of the aforementioned Plan of
Reference (PREE).
Enacted by R.M. No. 469-2009-MEM/DM (2009)
to promote the implementation of energy
efficiency efforts in all sectors of consumption
through best practices and the use of efficient
technology, improve competitiveness and
contribute to the country’s sustainable
development.

In addition, Peru has the following targets in place281:
1.0 GW installed hydropower capacity, 2016

276

279

277

280

EEA Forum-Final Report, 2010
http://www.minem.gob.pe /
278 http://www.reegle.info/countries/peru-energyprofile/PE#energy_efficiency

market

In 2000, OSINERG merged with the Electricity Tariffs
Commission (CTE), currently known as Adjunct
Office for Tariff Regulation (GART). Together, they
are in charge of fixing generation, transmission and
distribution tariffs and the tariff adjustment
conditions for the end consumers. They also
determine the tariffs for pipeline transport and
distribution of gas.279

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Energy and Mining Investment Supervisory
Body (OSINERGIM, Organismo Supervisor de
Inversión en Energía y Minería)created in 1996 as
OSINERG, is in charge of enforcing compliance with
the Electricity Concessions Law (LCE) of 1992 and is
also in charge of ensuring the public electricity
service. OSINERG is also the body responsible for
enforcing the fiscal obligations of the license holders
as established by the law and its regulation. Finally, it
is responsible for monitoring the functions of the
National Grid Economic Operation Committee
(COES) and for determining biannually the

of

http://www2.osinerg.gob.pe/gart.htm
Source: EEA Forum-Final Report
281 Source: http://www.map.ren21.net/

PERU
-

300.0 MW installed renewable energy capacity,
2016
2.0 million consumers increase in electrification
rate, 2016 (National Photovoltaic Household
Electrification Program.)

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Peru has a number of mechanisms in place which
support the development of renewable energy and
energy efficiency. 282
In 2008, the State allocated approximately US$2.8
million to the campaign for promotion of the efficient
use of energy in the residential, public and productive
sectors.
In
2009,
US$3.3 million had been earmarked.
Likewise, in 2008 Banco BBVA, belonging to Peru’s
private banking system, at the request of the IFC–
World Bank, channeled US$30 million in loans to
productive sector companies for energy efficiency
projects through the “leasing” modality, a fund that
was exhausted that year.

amount is only for the promotion and stimulation of
the energy efficiency market in all sectors, whereby
the stakeholders themselves make the investments,
since the energy efficiency efforts that are carried out
will be paid with the savings that are obtained.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

29.99

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

89.7

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; World Bank Data, 2011

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The Plan of Reference for Energy Efficiency calls for
the design of support mechanisms through incentives
for energy efficiency projects.283

In August 2008, an energy efficiency campaign for
small and medium businesses, financed by IDB, was
launched. The executing agency was the National
Environmental Fund (FONAM, Fondo Nacional del
Medio Ambiente) and had US$1.5 million available for
three years.
For the purpose of financing energy efficiency
programs in the productive sector, the Development
Finance Corporation (COFIDE, Corporación Financiera
de Desarrollo) coordinated a loan from RWE Bank
(Germany) for €50 million.
In 2009, a specific project was implemented to
replace 200,000 kerosene stoves with gas stoves, and
25,000 traditional firewood stoves with improved
stoves. The project was approved a budget of US$15
million.
It has been estimated that the implementation of the
Plan of Reference for Energy Efficiency will require a
minimum initial annual budget of US$3 million. This

282

Source: EEA Forum-Final Report,2010

283

EEA Forum-Final Report, 2010

ST. KITTS AND NEVIS
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION284
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Wind
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.044
0.002

%
95.65%
4.35%

GW
0.044
0.000
0.002

%
95.65%
0.00%
4.35%

Total Installed Capacity

0.046

100.00%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Key laws and regulations include285:
-

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
%
Fossil Fuels
0.138
100.00%
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Summary
TWh/year
%
Non Renewables
0.138
100.00%
Total Electricity Generation

0.138

100.0%

-

2007: the “National Action Program for
Combating
Desertification
and
Land
Degradation”, includes an energy sector analysis
and renewable energy and energy efficiency
targets (2007, Department of Physical Planning
and Environment).
2008:
Nevis
Geothermal
Resources
Development Ordinance regulates the use of
geothermal resources.
2012: Approval of tax exemptions for
renewable energy equipment.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Public Works, Housing, Energy and
Utilities 286 (MPHEU) is the main entity responsible
for the energy sector in the two islands.287
In Nevis, the Ministry of Communications, Works,
Post, Physical Planning, Natural Resources and
Environment, of the Nevis Island Administration,
also deals with energy issues.288

284

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

285

IRENA Country Profile St Kitts and Nevis
http://www.gov.kn/mopw
287 www.reegle.info
288
EEA Forum, 2010
286

ST. KITTS AND NEVIS
There are two utilities, responsible for generation,
transmission and distribution, one for each island:
-

-

St. Kitts Electricity Company 289 (SKELEC),
operating since 2011, as it took over the former
St. Kitts Electricity Department (SKED)
Nevis Electricity Company290 (NEVLEC), a fully
owned subsidiary of the Nevis Island
Administration, operating since 2000.

economy and maintain economic stability, and to
support, finance or undertake the development of
new and existing industries, projects or
enterprises”.295
SKELEK counts with a solar (PV) home system
financing program with.296

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The aforementioned Ministries are responsible for
renewable energy as well as for energy efficiency.291

5. ENERGY REGULATOR

Population (2012)

53,580

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

>99

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; EEA Forum, 2010

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES

There is no dedicated Regulator in the Federation.292

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

There are tax exemptions and custom duties
exemptions in place applicable for renewable energy
and energy efficient technologies. 297

St. Kitts and Nevis has participated in several regional
Programs, namely the Caribbean Sustainable
Energy Program, the Caribbean-GTZ Renewable
Energy Program and the Caribbean-NREL
Cooperation.293
Currently there are plans to build a geothermal
power plant in Nevis.294
In addition, St. Kitts and Nevis is beneficiary of the
Building Low-Carbon Communities in the
Caribbean, LCCA USA-DOE project.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The Sugar Industry Diversification Foundation
(SIDF), created in 2006, “provides support to
Government in its efforts to diversify the national

289

294

290

295

http://www.skelec.kn /
http://www.nevlec.com
291 EEA Forum, 2010
292 www.reegle.info
293
www.reegle.info

IMF Country Report no. 14/86
http://www.sknsidf.org
296 http://www.skelec.kn/pubdocuments/documentations.html?view=document&id=19
297
IMF Country Report no. 14/86

ST. LUCIA
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION298
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables

GW
0.076

%
100.00%

GW
0.076

%
100.00%

Total Installed Capacity

0.076

100.00%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
St Lucia’s key renewable energy laws and regulations
are299:

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels

TWh/year
%
0.362
100.00%

Summary
Non Renewables

TWh/year
%
0.362
100.00%

Total Electricity Generation

0.362

100.0%

-

The 1964 Power Supply Regulation and the
1994 Electricity Supply Act grant LUCELEC
exclusive rights to generate, transmit and
distribute electricity on the island.

-

2010: National Energy Policy was approved; it
allows private participation in generation,
encourages the establishment of small scale
renewable energy systems and proposes the
establishment of an Independent Regulatory
Commission for the electricity sector

LUCELEC has approved net-metering arrangements
for up to 5 kW PV installations and is planning to
increase this cap to 25 kW.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Sustainable Development, Energy,
Science and Technology 300 and the Ministry of
Physical Development, Housing and Urban

298

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

299
300

www.reegle.info
http://sustainabledevelopment.govt.lc/

ST. LUCIA
Renewal301 have responsibilities in regards to energy
policy setting in the country.

St Lucia has also participated in many regional
programs such as:

In the electricity sector, there is a single utility
working
on
generation,
distribution
and
transmission, Saint Lucia Electricity Services Ltd.
(LUCELEC) 302 , a privately owned company whose
shareholders are: Light and Power Holdings Ltd.
(20%), First Citizens Bank Ltd. (20%), National
Insurance Corporation (16.79%), Castries City Council
(16.33%), Government of Saint Lucia (12.44%), and
other individual shareholders (14.44%).

-

CSEP: Caribbean Sustainable Energy Program,
implemented by the Energy and Climate Change
Section of the Sustainable Development
Department of the OAS (ended in 2013)

-

Caribbean Renewable Energy Development
Programme, financed by UNDP and GEF,
technically supported by OAS and implemented
by CARICOM. The program sought the
promotion and adoption of renewable energy
technologies by removing and overcoming
commercial barriers in order to reduce the costs
of these emerging technologies.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Ministry of Sustainable Development, Energy,
Science and Technology

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
5. ENERGY REGULATOR
There is no dedicated regulator for the energy or
electricity sectors. LUCELEC acts autonomously.303

The Prime Minister declared in 2013 that a special
loan facility would be developed through the Saint
Lucia Development Bank to finance renewable
energy and energy efficiency initiatives. 305

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY

LUCELEC is currently supporting studies for the
development of other sources of energy such as a
waste-to-energy power plant and a geothermal
power plant.
In the energy efficiency area, several lighting
efficiency projects have been developed in the last
decade, besides hotel energy efficiency audit
initiatives and awareness increasing through an
“Energy Week”.
In addition, the Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
labels energy efficiency performance of
products.304

301

http://physicaldevelopment.govt.lc

302 http://www.lucelec.com/
303
304

www.reegle.info
EEA Forum

Population (2012)

180,900

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

>99

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; EEA Forum-Final Report,2010

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The Prime Minister declared that the following
incentives would be developed306:
-

305

Income Tax deductions for installed renewable
energy systems and energy efficiency measures

Budget Statement 2013 by Prime Minister and Minister For
Finance, Economic Affairs, Planning & Social Security
306 Budget Statement 2013 by Prime Minister and Minister For
Finance, Economic Affairs, Planning & Social Security

ST. LUCIA
-

-

-

Import duty exemptions for all imported
components for renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects (pending approval of
specifications from the Government)
A Property Tax deduction for new properties
that are built using approved energy efficiency
techniques and utilize energy efficient lighting
and/or cooling equipment; and,
A Duty and Excise Tax exemption for the
imports of vehicles and vehicle conversion
equipment that allow operation with sustainable
fuels.

ST. VINCENT AND
THE GRENADINES
Electricity Generated by source (2011)

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION307
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)

GW
0.040
0.007

%
85.11%
14.89%

GW
0.040
0.007

%
85.11%
14.89%

Total Installed Capacity

0.047

100.00%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
St Vincent and the Grenadines (SVG) key renewable
energy laws and regulations include308:

307

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
0.110
Hydroelectricity
0.025
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Summary
TWh/year
Non Renewables
0.110
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
0.025

%
81.48%
18.52%

Total Electricity Generation

100.0%

0.135

-

2009: National Energy Policy included
strengthening the national economy by reducing
the dependence on imports of fossil fuels,
stabilizing and possibly reducing energy
consumption per capita in the medium and long
term, and reducing the dependence on imported
energy through continued and expanded
exploitation of indigenous resources and
improvement of energy efficiency and/or
conservation.

-

2010: Energy Action Plan forecasted possible
energy scenarios in SVG until 2030. It contains
short (1-5 years), medium (5-10 years), and long(10-20 years) term actions which are designed to
implement the policies and goals of the National
Energy Policy (NEP). These actions foster energy
conservation,
energy
efficiency,
and
diversification of energy sources. The plan
identifies sources of international expertise and
funding.

%
81.48%
18.52%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
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ST. VINCENT AND
THE GRENADINES
3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

The Prime Minister’s Office is also the Ministry of
Energy 309 and has overall responsibilities for the
energy sector in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines.

St Vincent and the Grenadines has a number of
programs supporting renewable energy and energy
efficiency development. These include314:

The National Energy Committee is composed of
stakeholders from other ministries and statedependent institutions, and is headed by the Office of
the Prime Minister. It was created in 2006 to advise
the Government on energy issues and policies, and
for drafting the National Energy Policy. The Energy
Unit is mandated to implement energy policies,
especially for the development of renewable energy
and energy efficiency.

-

The Ministry of Transport, Works and Housing
manages the development and distribution of energy
reserves in SVG.310

-

-

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Energy Unit aims to promote energy
conservation and end-use efficiency and the
development of renewable energy.311
-

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
No dedicated energy regulator exists in the country.
The Ministry of Energy is a “de facto” regulator for
the sector, being responsible, in part with Saint
Vincent Electricity Services (VINLEC), for ensuring
that programs created through the NEP are
implemented, including regulation for the electricity
sector.312
VINLEC is a state owned corporation and is the sole
provider of electricity in St. Vincent and the
Grenadines.313

Incandescent light bulb replacement program
(2004–2007): Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
as part of Cuba’s International Cooperation
Program implemented in several Caribbean
countries (members of the PETROCARIBE oil
alliance with Venezuela), fully replaced
incandescent light bulbs with energy-saving
lamps.
Campaign for energy efficiency measures
(2005): VINLEC conducted a nationwide
television campaign to promote energy
conservation and efficiency.
Special Framework Assistance 2006 (2010).
Financed by the European Commission, a study
was commissioned for energy efficiency in 75
public buildings to demonstrate the benefits of
energy-saving technologies and practices and to
provide public employees with information and
increase their awareness on the rational use of
energy.
Low Carbon Communities in the Caribbean
(2010): OAS organized the LCCC program with
funds from the Caribbean Sustainable Energy
Programme (CSEP), an initiative financed by the
ACP–EU Energy Facility of the European Union,
with technical assistance from the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) of the
United States Department of Energy (DOE), and
with support from the Caribbean Electric Utility
Service Corporation (CARILEC). This project
seeks to create public capacity in renewable
energy and energy efficiency, in which public
employees will receive training by DOE on how
to conduct energy audits.

The country is also beneficiary of the Building LowCarbon Communities in the Caribbean, LCCA USADOE project.

309

www.gov.vc
http://www.reegle.info/countries/st-vincent-and-thegrenadines-energy-profile/VC#role_government
311
Source: EEA Forum-Final Report
310

312

http://www.reegle.info/countries/st-vincent-and-thegrenadines-energy-profile/VC#energy_regulator
313 http://www.vinlec.com
314 EEA Forum-Final Report

ST. VINCENT AND
THE GRENADINES
In addition, St. Vincent and Grenadines benefited
from
the
Caribbean
Renewable
Energy
Development Programme, financed by UNDP and
GEF, technically supported by OAS and implemented
by CARICOM. The program sought the promotion
and adoption of renewable energy technologies by
removing and overcoming commercial barriers in
order to reduce the costs of these emerging
technologies.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
Energy Conservation Program: under this program,
the Energy Conservation Fund was granted the sum
of EC$1 million for three years (2008–2010).315

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

109,400

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

>99

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; EEA Forum-Final Report

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The government has eliminated taxes on solar water
heaters and PV modules. On a case-by-case basis,
solar heaters and photovoltaic solar panels (including
batteries and inverters) are exempt from import
taxes.316

315

EEA Forum-Final Report

316

EEA Forum-Final Report

SURINAME

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION317
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity

GW
0.223
0.189

%
54.13%
45.87%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)

GW
0.223
0.189

%
54.13%
45.87%

Total Installed Capacity

0.412

100.00%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
The Ministry of Natural Resources is currently
developing a new energy policy document; the
National Energy Policy 2013-2033318. At draft stage,
it highlights the following 7 priority areas, seeking
100% energy access:
1.
2.
3.
Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
0.900
Hydroelectricity
0.700

%
56.25%
43.75%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)

TWh/year
0.900
0.700

%
56.25%
43.75%

Total Electricity Generation

1.600

100.0%

4.
5.
6.

7.

Providing access to energy for all and
ensuring energy security
Security of Energy Supply through
diversification of fuels
Modernizing the country’s energy
infrastructure
Increasing the proportion of renewables
potential in the energy mix
Energy conservation and efficiency
Development of a comprehensive
governance/regulatory framework to
effectively support the advancement of the
energy sector
Eco-efficiency in the mining sector and
other productive sectors

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

317

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed

capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
318
Suriname’s National Energy Policy (Draft), 2013-2023

SURINAME

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) is
responsible for setting energy policies in the country
and owns and controls the state-owned utility
Energie Bedrijven Suriname 319 (EBS), which has a
monopoly for transmission and distribution of
electricity.
Rural electrification responsibilities are shared
between the MNR’s Department of Rural Energy,
and the Ministry of Rural Development.
In the fossil-fuel sector, state-owned Staatsolie
operates since 1980. 320

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The MNR is responsible for energy efficiency in
Suriname.321

financed by UNDP and GEF, technically supported by
OAS and implemented by CARICOM. The program
sought the promotion and adoption of renewable
energy technologies by removing and overcoming
commercial barriers in order to reduce the costs of
these emerging technologies.

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The SU-G1001 project counts with GEF funds
implemented through IDB, and complemented with
local in kind funding and Multilateral Investment
Fund cooperation resources.324

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

534,500

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

85

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; www.reegle.info

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
There is no dedicated regulator. The MNR is
responsible for determining and setting electricity
tariffs based on recommendation from an Energy
Advisory Committee.322

79% of the population is connected to the EBS
system. In the Hinterlands, some villages have diesel
generators, and in some cases, the diesel is provided
free of charge, and there is no tariff regime in
place.325

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
The “SU-G1001: Development of Renewable
Energy, Energy Efficiency and Electrification” is in
implementation phase. It aims to promote the use of
renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies
in the urban and rural areas and seeks to increase
access to energy in the interior of Suriname, through
pilot projects with renewable energy.323
Suriname was a beneficiary of the Caribbean
Renewable Energy Development Programme,

319

323

320

324

http://www.nvebs.com
http://www.staatsolie.com
321 EEA Forum, 2010
322 www.reegle.info; http://blogs.iadb.org/caribbean-devtrends/2013/11/20/surinames-energy-market/

www.iadb.org
www.iadb.org
325 www.reegle.info

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION326
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Biomass and Waste

GW
2.099
0.005

%
99.76%
0.24%

Summary
Non Renewables
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
2.099
0.005

%
99.76%
0.24%

Total Installed Capacity

2.104

100.00%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
The most relevant
documents include:
-

Electricity generation by source TWh/year
Fossil Fuels
8.335
Biomass and Waste
0.020

%
99.76%
0.24%

Summary
Non Renewables
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

TWh/year
8.335
0.020

%
99.76%
0.24%

8.355

100.0%

Total Electricity Generation

-

renewable

energy

policy

Manifesto 2010, a Framework for
Sustainable
Development,
which
establishes 7 pillars for Trinidad and
Tobago’s policy. Three of these are related
to MEEA’s activities, such as pillar 2 on
Poverty Eradication and Social Justice. The
MEEA supports through “the strengthening
and growth of the energy industry and the
development of new strategic areas of focus
such as Renewable Energy, Energy
Efficiency and Alternative Energy (AE)”327
MEEA’s Cabinet-approved Strategic Plan
2012-2016 claims for a327:
a. Diversification of the energy sector.
b. Long term sustainability of the
energy sector by placing greater
emphasis on energy efficiency,
renewable energy, alternative energy.

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

326

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed

capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
327
http://www.energy.gov.tt/about-us/gortt-policy-context/

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS

The Ministry of Energy and Energy Affairs (MEEA)
is, since 2001, responsible for the electricity subsector.328

There are a number of mechanisms in place in
Trinidad and Tobago333:

Within the MEEA, the Division of Energy Research
and Planning is responsible for renewable energy
through the Renewable Energy Committee (REC),
which was created in 2008.329
The Trinidad and Tobago Electricity Commission 330
is the only electricity retailer in the country.
The University of West Indies (UWI) assists the REC
in developing necessary studies.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The MEEA also deals with energy efficiency as well
as renewable energy.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Regulation of the power sector is in the hands of the
Regulated Industries Commission (RIC), a statutory
body established under the Regulated Industries Act
of 1998.
It replaced the Public Utilities
Commission.331

-

-

Direct government financing: the Finance
Ministry allocates budget to be managed by the
MEEA.
BID resources are allocated to assist MEEA to
develop a sustainable energy matrix.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (in million, Access to electricity (% of total
2012)
population, 2013)

1.3

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
The 2010 Finance Act no. 13 states the following
incentives for renewable energy and energy
efficiency334:
-

Solar:
- 25% Tax Credit on Solar Water
Heaters (SWH)
- 0% VAT on SWH& Solar PV Systems
- Wear & Tear Allowance on 150% of
cost of acquisition of SWH; SWH Plant
, Machinery and Equipment & Solar PV
Systems
- Conditional Duty Exemptions for
SWH Manufacturers

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
- Energy efficiency awareness and information
campaign, “My Energy TT”, which gives
recommendations to citizens and a blog to
communicate energy efficiency campaign results
(such as free-of-charge incandescent bulb
replacement etc).332

-

Wind:

-

- 0% VAT on Wind Turbines
- Wear & Tear Allowance on 150% of
cost of acquisition of Wind Turbines
and supporting equipment
Energy Efficiency:

328

332

329

333

www.reegle.com
http://www.energy.gov.tt/about-us/theorganisation/divisions/energy-research-and-planning/
330 https://ttec.co.tt/
331
http://www.ric.org.tt

99

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; World Bank Data, 2012

https://www.myenergytt.com/about-us
GIZ energy efficiency report
334 Third National CDM Capacity Building Workshop; Renewable
Energy and Energy Efficiency Policy Trends and Initiatives in T&T,
Ministry of Energy and Energy Affairs, 2012

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
- Tax allowance for the design and
installation of energy saving systems
by an Energy Service Company
(ESCO)
- ESCOs can write off value of assets in
two years: a)75% Depreciation on
plant, machinery and equipment
acquisition; b)25% Wear& Tear
allowance in the following year.

URUGUAY

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION335
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
0.874
1.538
0.247
0.043

%
32.35%
56.92%
9.14%
1.59%

GW
0.874
1.538
0.290

%
32.35%
56.92%
10.73%

Total Installed Capacity

2.702 100.00%

Hydroelectric (Large & Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

6.414
1.015

Total Electricity Generation

10.162

63.12
%
9.99%
100.0
%

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Key policies and regulations include:

Electricity generation by
source

TWh/year

Fossil Fuels

2.733

Hydroelectricity
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Summary

6.414
0.885
0.130

Non Renewables

335

TWh/year
2.733

%
26.89
%
63.12
%
8.71%
1.28%

-

Energy Policy 2005-2030 promotes energy
consumption practices, and seeks to ensure the
country's energy independence within a
framework of regional integration through
sustainable policies, both economically and
environmentally.336

-

2006: Energy Strategy Guidelines for Uruguay
337

-

-

%
26.89
%

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed
capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

336

1997: Biofuel Law 18195 mandates that diesel
should contain 2% biodiesel during 2009-2011
and 5% thereafter. Gasoline will have to be
mixed with 5% of ethanol in 2015.338
2009: Solar Law: besides granting tax
incentives the law establishes that, in two years,
construction permits for hospitals, hotels and
sports clubs will only be authorized when they
include equipment enabling them to cover at

http://www.miem.gub.uy
http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/UY
338 http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/UY
337

URUGUAY
least 50% of their water heating needs with solar
energy.339
Uruguay has the following Energy Policy Targets in
place340:
15% renewable electricity installed capacity by
2015.
-

5% biodiesel blend for diesel and 5% ethanol
blend for gasoline by 2015.

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Industry, Energy and Mines (MIEM)
designs and implements Government policies for
industry, energy, mines, communications, micro,
small and big enterprises.341
Within the Ministry, the National Energy
Directorate (DNE) is responsible for renewable
energy and energy efficiency.
In addition, the National Environmental Directorate
(DINAMA) protects the wildlife and natural resources,
and promotes sustainable energy use, as well as
cleaner electricity production.342

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
National Energy Directorate (DNE)

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
The Energy and Water Regulating Unit (URSEA) is
responsible for regulating, supervising and providing
advice in regards to energy, fuels and water.343

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Uruguay is one of the participants of the GIZ program
“Enhancing low-carbon development by greening the
economy: policy dialogue, advisory services,
benchmarking” 344 . The project will promote Green
Economy in developing countries and emerging
economies. It will be implemented in cooperation
with UNEP.
The Energy Efficiency Project is one of the
instruments that supports the strategic guidelines
and policy defined for the Uruguayan energy sector,
and contributes to: increasing competitiveness;
encouraging private sector participation; diversifying
energy sources; protecting the environment;
supporting programs and technologies that promote
efficient uses of energy; and facilitating access of
isolated, low-income rural households to modern
sources of energy.345

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The Uruguayan Savings and Energy Efficiency
Trust (FUDAEE) provides funding for technical
assistance in energy efficiency, promotes energy
efficiency nationwide, finances energy efficiency
projects implementation, promotes research and
development in energy efficiency and acts as a
contingency fund in crisis situations.346

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

3.4

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

98.6

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; World Bank Data, 2011

339

http://www.lawin.com/files/global_renewable_energy_guide_2
013.pdf
340 ClimateScope 2013
341 http://www.miem.gub.uy
342
www.reegle.info

343

http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/UY
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
345 Energy Efficiency and Access Forum Report (2010)
346 http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/UY
344

URUGUAY

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Examples of incentives are347:
Income tax reduction for renewable
generators and VAT exemption for wind
equipment.
Net metering program with 24 customers
connecting 140kW of renewable capacity to the
grid and delivering surplus power generation.
Besides, the Chamber of Solar Industry, together
with DNE, launched a program called Solar Plan 348 ,
which is an incentive scheme to households and
businesses to acquire a solar collectors for water
heating, based on a credit system and electricity bill
discounts.

347

ClimateScope 2013 Bloomberg New Energy Finance Policy
Library

348

http://www.camarasolardeluruguay.com.uy/prensa.html

UNITED STATES

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION349
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar
Renewables
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)

GW
786.247
101.419
78.652
3.500
13.206
45.982
1.564

%
76.29%
9.84%
7.63%
0.34%
1.28%
4.46%
0.15%

GW
887.666
78.652
64.252

%
86.13%
7.63%
6.23%

Total Installed Capacity

1030.570

100.0%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

Electricity generation by
source
Fossil Fuels
Nuclear
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal
Biomass and Waste
Wind
Solar
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &
Small)
Renewables (Non-Hydro)
Total Electricity
Generation

TWh/year
2788.867
790.204
319.355
15.316
70.824
120.177
1.818

%
67.91%
19.24%
7.78%
0.37%
1.72%
2.93%
0.04%

TWh/year
3579.071

%
87.15%

319.355
208.135

7.78%
5.07%

4106.561

100.0%

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Main regulations include:350:
- 1978: The National Energy Act included legislation
to promote energy conservation, to shift towards
alternative energy sources, create a market for
independent power producers, and to give the
FERC greater authority over natural gas markets.

349

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed

capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart
350 www.reeegle.info

UNITED STATES
- 1992: The Energy Policy Act further opened
electricity markets to competition; encouraged
integrated resource planning by utilities; targeted
improved energy management in federal agencies;
promoted alternative transportation fuels; and
required RD&D to enhance the production and
efficient utilization of renewable, fossil and nuclear
energy resources.
- 2005: a new comprehensive Energy Policy Act was
introduced as the successor to the 1992 Act.
- 2006: Interconnection Standards for Small
Generators enacted by Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) at the federal level351.
- 2007: Energy Independence and Security Act,
which together with the 2005 Act, substantially
defines current US federal energy policy.
- 2009: The American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 dramatically increased funding for
many federal energy programs.
- 2013: Climate Action Plan sets GHG emissions
abatement objectives.
- 2013: Presidential memorandum updating 2005 Act
targets: to the extent economically feasible and
technically practicable, the following percentages of
the total amount of electric energy consumed by each
agency during any fiscal year shall come from
renewable energy:
o 10% in fiscal year 2015
o 15% in fiscal years 2016 and 2017
o 17.5% in fiscal years 2018 and 2019
o 20% in fiscal year 2020 and thereafter

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
Department of Energy
The United States Department of Energy (DOE) is a
Cabinet-level department of the United States
government concerned with policies regarding
energy and safety in handling nuclear material. Its
responsibilities include the nation's nuclear weapons
program, nuclear reactor production for the United
States Navy, energy conservation, energy-related
research, radioactive waste disposal, and domestic
energy production. The Department is under the
control and supervision of a United States Secretary

351

www.dsireusa.org

352 http://www.energy.gov/

of Energy, a political appointee of the President of the
United States352.
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Within the DOE, the Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy (EERE) accelerates development
and facilitates deployment of energy efficiency and
renewable energy technologies and market-based
solutions that strengthen U.S. energy security,
environmental quality, and economic vitality353.
Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability
Also within DOE, the Office of Electricity Delivery and
Energy Reliability (OE) works to ensure the security,
resilience and reliability of the electricity grid.
Environmental Protection Agency
Supports energy conservation efforts with industries,
and designs renewable fuel use standards354.

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy efficiency in the United States is the
responsibility of the EERE, within DOE (see above).

5. ENERGY REGULATOR
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
The federal government regulates the interstate
transmission of electricity and gas, as well as
wholesale sales of electricity, under the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), which was
created after Congress passed the DOE Organization
Act in 1977. Retail electricity markets are regulated by
the states. State regulators ensure that these
providers serve their customers at rates that are fair,
reasonable and non-discriminatory. FERC is an
independent regulatory agency2.

353
354

http://energy.gov/eere
http://www.epa.gov

UNITED STATES

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS

The US has a long list of renewable energy and energy
efficiency programs under implementation at the
local, state, national and regional level; some are
summarized below:

The DOE through the EERE has a number of Funding
Opportunity Announcements for renewable energy
and energy efficiency359.

Regional
- Led by the USA, the Energy and Climate
Partnership of the Americas (ECPA), coordinated
by the Department of Sustainable Development
(DSD) of the Organization of American States
(OAS) is a multi-country effort to support initiatives
in the areas of Energy Efficiency, Renewable
Energy, Cleaner and More Efficient Use of Fossil
Fuels, Energy Infrastructure, Energy Poverty,
Sustainable Forests and Land Use and
Adaptation355.
Energy Efficiency
- Energy Star is an EPA (created in 1992) energy
efficiency program which includes products,
homes, other commercial buildings and industrial
plants356.
Renewable Energy - Wind
- (RE-Wind) Wind Program (DOE): seeks to develop
and deploy a portfolio of innovative technologies
for clean, domestic power generation to support an
ever-growing industry, targeted at producing 20%
of the country’s electricity by 2030357.
Research & Development
- (R&D) Water Power Program (DOE) is committed
to developing and deploying a portfolio of
innovative technologies for clean, domestic power
generation from resources such as hydropower,
waves, and tides358.

Besides, the “Federal Finance Facilities Available for
Energy Efficiency Upgrades and Clean Energy
Deployment” summarizes federal funding programs
of other Departments such as U.S. Departments of
Agriculture, Housing and Urban Development,
Transportation and Treasury, along with the
Environmental Protection Agency and Small
Business Administration360.

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Approximately 99.9% 361 of a total population of
313.9 million 362 people in the United States have
access to energy.

9. FISCAL, ECONOMIC OR TARIFF
INCENTIVES
Some incentives available in the United States
include:
- Federal Electricity Production Tax Credit (PTC):
originally enacted in 1992, the PTC provides a perkilowatt-hour tax credit for a ten-year period
beginning on the placed in service date for
electricity generated by qualified energy resources
and sold by the taxpayer to an unrelated person
during a taxable year (modified several times, last
time through the American Taxpayer Relief Act of
2012).
- The business energy investment tax credit (ITC) is
another federal tax incentive encouraging
renewable energy investment. The ITC provides a
tax credit of up to 30% of the value of qualified
property to owners or long-term lessees. The

355

http://www.ecpamericas.org
http://www.energystar.gov
357 http://energy.gov/eere/wind/about-doe-wind-program
358
http://energy.gov/eere/water/water-power-program
359 https://eere-exchange.energy.gov/
356

360

http://energy.gov/downloads/federal-finance-facilitiesavailable-energy-efficiency-upgrades-and-clean-energy
361 IRENA Country Profile, 2011
362
World Bank Data, 2012

UNITED STATES
Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 2008
extended the ITC for solar projects to 31 December
2016.
- Renewable energy projects can also benefit from
accelerated depreciation under the federal tax
code, which allows taxpayers to claim an
immediate deduction against income of up to 50%
of the cost of new qualified property placed in
service during a taxable year.
- In addition to federal tax incentives, the US DOE
implemented a loan guarantee program under
Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct
2005) to support innovative clean energy
technologies that are typically unable to obtain
conventional private financing due to high
technology risks. In addition, the technologies must
avoid, reduce, or sequester air pollutants or
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases.
- Many states have implemented renewable
portfolio standards (RPS) or renewable electricity
standards (RES) that intend to increase the portion
of a state's electricity generation coming from
renewable energy sources. Currently, 30 states
(including the District of Columbia) have mandatory
renewable portfolio standards and seven states
have renewable portfolio goals.
- States and localities often provide additional tax
incentives for renewable energy, especially
residential photovoltaic systems.
- Many states and even some municipalities in some
states have enacted feed-in tariffs.
- Net-metering is possible in the majority of states.
- The DSIRE website 363 is the most comprehensive
source of information about federal and state
incentives and policies that support renewables and
energy efficiency in the United States.
- The DOE website364 itself has a tax credits, rebates
and savings browser, per state.

363

http://www.dsireusa.org/

364

http://energy.gov

VENEZUELA

1. INSTALLED CAPACITY AND
ELECTRICITY GENERATION365
Installed capacity by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity

GW
10.017
14.622

%
40.66%
59.34%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large &Small)

GW
10.017
14.622

%
40.66%
59.34%

Total Installed Capacity

24.639

100.00%

Installed Capacity by source (2011)

2. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE
ENERGY SECTOR
Venezuela’s key renewable energy policies and
regulations include:

Electricity generation by source
Fossil Fuels
Hydroelectricity

TWh/year
36.086
82.833

%
30.35%
69.65%

Summary
Non Renewables
Hydroelectric (Large & Small)

TWh/year
36.086
82.833

%
30.35%
69.65%

Total Electricity Generation

118.919

100.0%

The Development Plan for Renewable Energy
Sources is part of the Plan for Economic and Social
Development of the Nation 2007-2013 (PDESON).
Among the policies and strategies defined in the
PDESON, incentives are include for alternative,
renewable and environmentally sustainable energy
sources. It is also part of the PDESON policies and
strategies "to increase the generation of electricity
with fossil energy". The Development Plan for
Renewable Energy Sources considers the following
renewable sources: solar (PV and thermal), wind,
biomass, mini and micro hydropower and
geothermal.
The Pilot Plan for Wind Power Generation (PPGE) is
part of the plan to diversify Venezuela's energy
matrix, which shall provide in its first installation
phase 100.32 MW in the Community of Los Taques, in
the State of Falcón, and 72 MW in three wind farms:
Chacopata, in the Sucre State, 24 MW; Isla de
Margarita, 20 MW; Isla de Coche, 4 MW; and the

Electricity Generated by source (2011)

365

Data for installed capacity and energy generation, from EIA
(U.S. Energy Information Administration), 2011 - If either installed

capacity or generation are lower than 0.001 GW (1 MW) or 0.001
TWh (1 GWh), the source may not appear on the table or chart

VENEZUELA
Peninsula de la Guajira, in the State of Zulia, 24
MW.366

Development of Electricity Service (FUNDELEC) to
promote the responsible use of energy.

In 2011, the Law 3,828, for the Rational and Efficient
Use of Energy was published, which promotes
efficiency in the generation, transport, distribution
and final use of energy367.

5. ENERGY REGULATOR

3. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY
The Ministry of Popular Power for Energy and
Petroleum (MENPET) is in charge of the regulation,
formulation and monitoring of policies, the planning,
and implementation and monitoring of the activities
of the National Executive Authority on
hydrocarbons,
energy,
petrochemicals,
carbochemicals, and similar or related subjects.368
The National Electricity Corporation (CORPOELEC)
is a state-operated enterprise in charge of carrying
out generation, transmission, distribution activities
and marketing electrical power and energy. It is under
the authority of the MENPET.369
The Centre for Renewable Energy Experimental
Research, of the Institute of Energy of the University
Simon Bolivar is a non-governmental institution,
plays a key role in the renewable energy sector in
Venezuela.370
In addition, the Foundation for the Development of
the Electricity Service (FUNDELEC) provides
comprehensive advice on the operation of the
electricity sector and on the different circumstances
that may arise with respect to service. 371

4. INSTITUTION RESPONSIBLE FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The National Electricity Corporation (CORPOELEC)
is in charge of Energy Efficiency programs, besides
the efforts of the Centre for Renewable Energy
Experimental Research, and Foundation for the

The Electric Service Development Foundation
(FUNDELEC) was created in 1992 to conduct studies
for the drafting of laws and regulations applicable to
the electricity industry, and became the regulatory
body of the sector in 2007.372

6. NATIONAL PROGRAMS UNDER
EXECUTION
Venezuela has a number of energy programs in place
which support the development of renewable energy
and energy efficiency. These include373:
-

-

In addition, Venezuela has taken the following
actions:
Replacement of lamps in the residential sector:
53.16 million lamps. In other sectors: 15.36
million lamps.
Residential sector: replacement of 36,417 air
conditioning equipment units.

366

370

367

371

http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/ve
http://www.mppee.gob.ve
368 www.menpet.gob.ve
369
www.corpoelec.gob.ve

Program to replace incandescent light bulbs
with energy-saving lamps
Vehicle Natural Gas Program
Replacement of obsolete gas infrastructure and
national gasification
Creation of energy efficiency standards
Renovation of the electricity generation pool
matrix and conversion of diesel-consuming
generation units to gas
Use of alternative energy sources.
Installation of alternative electricity systems in
isolated communities
Installation of water purification plants in rural
communities, using photovoltaic energy
Installation of distributed generation plants
Campaigns to educate, inform and raise
awareness

http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/ve
EEA Forum-Final Report, 2010
372 http://www.reegle.info/policy-and-regulatory-overviews/ve
373
Source: EEA Forum-Final Report, 2010
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-

-

-

Fuel substitution: the objective is to promote
the use of natural gas as an alternative fuel to be
used nationwide.
Other actions: Pilot study on energy efficiency in
four large electricity consumers on the Island of
Margarita, State of Nueva Esparta.
Pilot Study on Energy Efficiency in Aluminum
Industries (CVG-ALCASA).

29.95

99.6

Source: World Bank Data, 2012; World Bank Data, 2011

7. SCHEMES AND MECHANISMS TO
FINANCE ENERGY EFFORTS
The IDB has financed several institutional
strengthening and hydropower infrastructure
projects in the last 5 years374.
Since 2005 the “Sembrando Luz” Program (literally
“Sowing Light”), under an agreement between Cuba
and Venezuela, develops renewable energy projects
to improve electricity and drinking water access in
remote communities and towns375.
Under the framework of several bilateral energy
agreements, the State has allocated resources to
carry out energy efficiency projects. This is the case
of the Cooperation Project for Integrated Training
of Personnel of Cuba and Venezuela. CORPOELEC
has invested in training by promoting energy
efficiency certificate programs in several of the
Corporation’s branch offices, under the auspices of
the Ministry of People’s Power for Energy and
Petroleum, the Foundation for the Development of
Electricity Service, and the Energy Agreement
between Cuba and Venezuela and the National
Experimental Polytechnic University (Universidad
Nacional Experimental Politécnica, UNEXPO).
Currently, CORPOELEC is providing support to the
Energy Revolution Mission in order to successfully
complete the third phase incandescent lightbulbs
replacement with energy-saving lamps.376

8. ACCESS TO ENERGY
Population (2012)

374
375

Access to electricity (% of total
population, 2013)

http://www.iadb.org/
http://www.fundelec.gob.ve/?q=node/345

376

EEA Forum-Final Report, 2010

